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Appendix 10 A(1)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

We should be grateful for-your help in a government-
sponsored investigation into ways of developing national
and international information services for scientists and
tech#ologists in the fields of physics, electrotechnology
and control.

The aim of the attached questionnaire. which We hope
you will be kind enough to complete, is to discover your
attitude as a research worker to scientific and technical
information, and the use you make of the information
services available at present.

We have tried to ensure that the questions are straight-
forward and may be answered quickly. If, however, you would
like to add further comments, we shall, of course, be
delighted to have them.

Thank you for your help,

Enc.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsbotough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.L.

Yours sincerely,

T. M. Aitchison,

Manager, Information Research.

10A-1
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Appendix 10 A(2)

The institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 2611 "'6 Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

SURVEI OP INFORMAHON USE BY RESEARCH WORKERS

Your co-operation in answering the questions below will be
appreciated. A reply-paid enveLope is eno]osed_

1. Age: Under 25, ( ) 25-30 ( ) 3 -40 ( ) 4:-50 ( ) Over
. l

50 ( )

2.. Qualifications (and main subjects ..... &000 *****
00000C050009 09 00 0000500 C9000 0,040.94U0 0 Cr0 09,09 000 0 0 0

3 Position (Your title in the organisation or the position you hold,
e.g. Lecturer, Senior Scientist, Group Leader, etc,,):

0 0 0 6 ./ Cr t C. 0 IN 0 r. " e0Oon,000 O 0 0 0 0

4. Research role' Please indicate w?ether you are

) In °harp° of research workers

) Member of research team

Individual research worker (with or without assistance)

Other (,Lease state)

5w Subject of research (e g. Semiconductor devices, lasers):

OOOOOOOOOOO r r -,0" e.9. 9.,(4.0.0144.4 0000
00010000CCfr, r, crC00,00 0 00000Cr 00,0,600,C.000!)0,00

Secretary: G. F. Gamsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.U.

10A-2



6. Type of research on which you spend most of your time:

( ) Pure (concerned m:iinly with iii ding to scientif3e
knowledge)

( ) E::ploratory (intondcd to produce knowicdre of
vl!me)

solution to

Other (Please explain)

spec1fic Pi-o!dem)

7. How im.sortant :;o you consider it to keep abreast of new work
published in your field?

Essential ( ) ( ) Of iiiinor importance ( )

8 Are you rensorrAly sati3fied that you are well informed on
new work in yo-,v field pab_ished i e En;,1161!?

Yee ( ) No ( )

9 Please if;diCate the depree of difficulty each of the following
causes you in keepinr y:durf:eIf Liware of current Encli.,n-languape
informatIon (' = negligible dxfficulv: 5 = great dinicuity)

Findini out wnicn newly-Publiened
items -,'A.riodical articles etc,) are i 2 3 4 5
relevant to your interesis.

Obtaininf (ci:i,er to scan for
relevant isams or to read aid
assimilate.)

1 2 3 4 5

Finding time to read and a:;similate the 1 2 3 4
material when obtained

10 When faced with a new problem or In The course of a new project,
do you attef%pt to discover what information has been published
on the subjec't?

Yes ( ) No ( )

If No, js this because

) Althouph you consider at necessary, it would be too
difficult or time-consuming, or the facilities
available are inadequate, etc?

) You consider it not necessary?

) Other reasons (pleace state) ............. 000000 e. o

04.0o000o.044u4.44..44Ce.C.0*.00014000o0o0W0.*00400 0000000 0

I.OA- 3



Appendix 10 A(3)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Teiep how Covent Garden 1871 Telex: 281178 Telegrenie: Vo !tempers London Telex Cables: Vo Itempc.4 London WC2

Dear

We recently sought your help in a survey of the usemade of information sources by research workers in the
fields of physics, electrotechnology and control.

We hope you will not mind us jogging your memory inthis way since your reply is important to the rest of the
.nvestigation on which we are engaged.

In case the previous questionnaire has gone astray
we enclose a second copy which we hope you can find time
to complete and return.

Yours sincerely,

T.M. Aitchison

Enc.

10A-ti
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Atwondix 1C A(4)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01:240 1871 T(/!9x' 201176 Tolmpotto: VoIcamp,/, i moon (/4/..,

SDI Investigation

Dear

Cal) I,. iilt11.1nlin./. noodoll

We should very much like to have your. Assistance in a
government-funded investigation of a new information technique.
This technique offers apossible solution to the problem of
keeping abreast of recently published work, What your
participation would involve is described in the attached note,

If you would like to be included in the group of research
workers who will receive and evaluate the service, please let
us have details of your subject:interests on the attached form.
As we are working to a tight schedule, we would like to have
the details as soon as possible. No covering letter is ,

required,

We hope that you will be willing to assist us an this
investigation, As you. time is valuable, we shall ensure that
participation involves the minimum of time and effort on your
part,

Yours sincerely,

P Clague,

Manager,. SDI Investigation.

10A-5
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Appendix 10 A,,,5)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: C1- 2401871 Telex: 261176 Telegrams: Voltampere lor1slon Telex Cables: Voltimpere London WC2

SDI'Investigation

Participation of Research Workers

The object of the work is to Investigate the -,J1:lev
economics and acceptabilii.y to users of the Selective Disseminat,.oa
of Information (SDI) system. In the SDI system, documents
received by the Information centre arP compared by :oMplAtet
with the individual subject interest of each user. The
user is` then notifisd of thoSe documents which saffJ.ciently
match his interests.

It is hoped co obta:.n the parziolpation of 60 ele:tronics
research workers in industry, government research establishments.
universities, and colleges of technology. They be
chosen as a representative group of users and will receive a
weekly SDI service, free-of-charge, over a period of 18 mortha.
During this period it is expected Inn- the value --hem of
the service they receive will progressively improve aE their
requirements become more exan.ly defined and expei:enz's is
gained in operating the system.

The electro: s research workers who wish to participate
in the investigat..on and receive the SDI service will be asked
to agree to co-operate as follows.

Initially they will be asked to supply details of their
subject interests, Each week throughout the period of he
SDI services they wild be asked to assess the relevance to
their subject interests of the notifications sent to them.
In addition they will be asked periodically to give the''
views on different formats and types of notifications, and
finally to make an assessment of the value of the SDI service.

In general it is not expected that participation in he
investigation will take, each week, more than n few minutes
of each research worker's time, and everything possible will.
be done to keep the effort involved to a minimum.

Secatary: G. F. Gsin.borough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

10A-6
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Appendix 10 A(6)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place Londo:: VJC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261178 Telegrams: Vol femme London Telex Cables: Valtampere Lonot).1 WC2
SDI Investigation Profile No.

Statement of Information Requirements

The main aim is to establish the subjects or topics on which
you would like to be kept informed. These should be continuing
interests and the more details you can give, the closer we shall be
able to get to a correct understanding of your particular interests,.In this connection the references to relevant articles will be very
useful.

This statement of your requirements will be used to construct
,111 draft subject-profile which will be sent to you and modified in
the light of the comments you make. When the profile has been
agreed a number of trial runs will be made before it is finally
adopted as the basis of your SDI service.

Information Requirements.

As a guide we attach two examples of the type of statement
which has been found more satisfactory than a simple list of terms.
However these are intended_ only as a guide and you are not limited
to this kind of statement.

Please state your information requirements here

Sectotory: G. f. GsInsbotough Ph.D. C.Eng. f.I.E.E.

10A-7

Please see over

S.7.
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Additional Information

It would be helpful if you would assume that we are
non-expert in your subject and explain what you understand
by any of the specialised terms you have used above, or give
any alternative terminology used for the subjects mentioned.

Relevant articles

It would be of great assistance if you would cite up to
six articles which you consider relevant to the subjects you
have mentioned.

Date
Signed

.LOA-M



Ar:qndix

Example of statement of information reouirements (1.)

I sho..:id- _ Ike be kept IniThymed of all arti:les on
. compound seminductors of the iI-VI Group- particularly

zinc stilphzdc. zinc selenAe cadm.ivm sulphide and cadmiym
selenide- I am Interested in the optical -iti:;
properties wh;.:h riven informatton on defect levr!:s in other
semi-insu:ators examp7,es ef su:h properties aro ab-inrpti-.n
and a-rills-b.J.1 spc-etra 4.hermJ.-uminescence eiecLr.cal
condsict.c.fiu as a functi-in temperat.ire.-spaco char re
IL:a:fed -:urrents. Hail etfe-; and electron sp_n resniance-I should be Inreres-ed in theorPtical work phoO
conductivity e-ect7-olumineszence a.7)ustoelectic in'-eracr.ion
and speci=1, eflucts s..:n as the Gunn and Hall effec:s.
Carrier T-ranFT.rt emissi,_:n and tunnelling :n
semiconouctors are a:s.: re/evant_

Additional inf5mat..-on

The-II-VI semiconuctors also include zinc telluride
cadmium tel.:I.:ride mercury telluride mercury selenide and
mercury .su:nnlr.:e - these are of some interest to me butless than ZnSe CdS anti CdSe.

Sen.: .n;:ulatrs are those compounds which have energy
gaps (ff;rLidden bands) between about 1-5 and 3_0 eV,

r.( c;%:nn effc:t is the production of high. frequency
oscillatif,nr. An bull. '(-...m:conductors under the actton of an
electric field,



ExamPle of statr-mF-nt of infotmation rf,auiremnts (2)

I am interested in all applications of lasers, both presentand possible, includin:: range-findin6;, detection of clear-airturbulence, optical spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy,
optical informs: ion proc,7ssing, spatial filterini;, holography,microrLachininc, weldin, surgery, etc, I also am concerned
with laser mode selection techniques and with s.,litchiniz andpumping t.t.chniques. I am particularly interest in high-repetision-rate and hizh-energy pulsed lasers and methods ofcharging, triggering and switching including zenon flash tubeoperation.

Additional information

The types of laser (optical maser) of interest are solidstate, ruby, or semiconductor injection lasers. Gas lasersare of no interest to me,

Many of the papers on holography will use the term
'wavefront reconstruct-loft'

.LOA - I U



111e Institution of Electrical Engineers

TItlophone: Covent Garden 1871 Telex: 281178 Telegrams: Vo hampers London Telex Cables: Vo !temper' London WC2

Smetnry: 0. F. OsInsborough Ph.D. C.Eng.

fAA14

government-funded investigation of the selective dissemination

workers in selected organisations.

do not hesitate to get in touch with us.

are enclosed.

SDI Investigation

will he provided free-of-charge to 600 electronics research

as . users.

as you see, it can he as little or as much as you wish.

management approval for your organisation to take part, 'please let

of information system.

us have the name of the person to whom we should write.

investi-
gation as Project Associate.

we know that you are willing and able to co-operate in the investi-
gation

and to have a number of your colleagues take part

in the enclosed note, 'The role of tho Project Associate':

on the participation we should like from the research workers
is also enclosed.

for yourself or one of your staff to co-operate in the investi-

gation we shall explain how we should like you to help in selecting

participants should, we suggest, be left for the present.

way: we think you will find it interesting and that it will
prove of value to your organisation.

purpose.

the research workers to take part.

soon as possible and enclose a 'reply-paid envelope for the

The Institution of Electrical Engineers is conducting a

We should very much like to have your.co- operation in the

At present we merely wish to know whether you are willing

We hope that you will be willing to assist us in this

It would be a great help if we might have your answer as

If there are any points you would like clarified please

The work that this would entail for you is described

Yours sincerely,

In this investigation, an SDI service

SDI investigation.
P. Clague

If. you would like us to seek

Savoy Place London WC2

Details of the investigation

The approach to possible

Arpendix 10

A note

As soon as

S. 6



AzTendix 1C (.(C')

The institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
SDI Investigation

The Role of the Project Associate

We are anxious to obtain from each organisation participatingin' the SDI investigation the assistance of a member of the
organisation's information staff who will act as Project
Associate. As Project Associate he will play an integral
part in the investigation and will have a key role in the
selection of research workers to receive the SDI service and in
providing a link between them and the SDI staff.

We realise that this is an invitation to take on additional,
unpaid, work, but we do believe that it will be of value to your
organisation, of use to your information service, and of interestto you or the member of your staff who agrees to help us. For
the SDI Investigation, such co-operation will be invaluable
and virtually essential to its success.

We shall do everything possible to keep the work required
of the Project Associates to a minimum. They may, of course,
opt out at any time and arrange for us to deal direct with the
recipients in their organisations.

We envisage the role of the Project Associate in each
organisation as follows, although only his assistance in the
initial selection of research workers is essential:-

(1) He would be the agent for the project in his organisation.

(2) If he agrees, all correspondence with the users-would be
routed through him. Two copies of each item of corres-
pondence would he sent to him, one to be passed on to
the user to whom it, was addressed, the other for his
retention. Thus, at minimum cost in effort.,, the Project
Associate would he the channel through which his users
receive communications. Alternatively, we could corres-
pond direct with the users.

(3) If ho wished, he would act as the local distributor cf the
weekly SDI notifications. These would be sent to him in
bulk, addressed to each individual, for distribution.
This would allow him to have the information service to
his users under his control and to have advance notice
of material he might be asked to supply. Alternatively,
if he preferred, the notifications would be sent direct
to each user..

10A-12



(4) In addition there are a number of records we should like
to have maintained, though not necessarily by all Project
Associates. We are interested in finding out how many
'documents notified' by the SDI service are of sufficient
interest for the recipient to request them from his
library or information service. We should also like
to-discover how receipt of the SDI service affects the
recipient's use of his library or information service.
As the results of these investigations should be of
interest to the Project Associates personally, we hope
that many of them will be willing to maintain the records.

Thus, in general, we hope that the Project Associate will
1pe our liaison with the research workers in his organisation and
an integral part of the SDI team.

10A-13



Appendix 10 A(10)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

S.D.I. Investigation

Selection of User and Control Groups
(-Notes for Project Associates)

For the results of the S.D.I. Investigation to have maximum
value, those forming the user and control groups must be as
representative as possible of British research workers in
electronics. They should be a random sample and should not be
self - selected, i.e. by volunteering to take part.

It is hoped that the Project Associate will provide a listof the electronics research workers in his organisation fromwhich a random selection will be made by the S.D.I. staff.
A questionnairewill be sent to each of thia initial sample and
a further random selection made from the research workers who
reply.' Those selected will be invited to participate in the
investigation as users and to receive the S.D.I. service free-of-
charge. The remainder of those who answer the questionnaire
will form the control group who will not be approached further
until they are sent another questionnaire at the conclusion of
the investigation.

In compiling the initial list there will be no need for the
Project Associate to approach the research workers, and- the part
he will play in the investigation will only be revealed to users
when they have agreed to participate.

Alternative: initial selection by Project Associate

As has been indicated, selection by the S.D.I. staff from a
list of names supplied by the Project Associate is the method
preferred and will normally be less trouble for the Project
Associate.

However the provision of such a list may be impossible for
reasons of security or difficult because there are too many
electronics research workers in the Organisation to be easily
listed. In either case it may be preferable for the Project
Associate to do the initial selection and to supply the S.D.I.
staff with the names of only those selected. For this the
following methods are proposed:

(1) Where there are not too many electronics research workers
in the organisation, the method suggested is to compile a
numbered listing of the names of these research workers.
Numbers between I and the highest number of the list are
then taken fromrandom number tables and those names
selected which correspond to the numbers. (Tables of
random numbers will be provided by the S.D.I. staff
if required)

1 0A-14



(2) Where the number of electronics research workers is so
large as to make listing them a major task, it may be
possible to use existing departmental lists or internal
telephone directories. Selection is then carried out as
in (1), with the Oceeption that random numbers which do
not refer to :lertronte-4 resenreh workers are rejected and
further rw.dom numhers nre taken until the required total
is obtained. Also, to avoid the need to number a long
list of names, pairs of random numbers may be taken, with
the first number then referring to the page of the list
and the see.)nd to the name on that pegeo

It is emphaised that the above method is put forward only
as a possible but los:,-preferred alternative and it is hoped that
in most organisations it will be possible to use the standard
method and provide a list of names from which the initial selectionmay be made by the staff.

Diffj.culties may of course, be encountered in applying
these methods in some organisations. If any problems should
occur it is hoped that the Project Associate will not hesitate
to contact the S.D.I. 3taff.

NOTES:

(i) Our definition of elec,tronics includes, for example, the
following topics: communications, electroacoustics,
electron optics, electron physics, electronic control,
electronic devices, electronic instruments, medical
electronics, microwave electronics, plasma electronics,
quantum electronics, propagation of e-m waves, radar,
radio-astronomy, semiconductors, solid-state electronics,
telemetry and television.

(ii) Since it is difficult to define the boundary between research
and development, it has been decided to adopt a wide rather
than a narrow definition of research so that it includes
the following (as defined in the questionnaire to research
workers):

(a) Pure research - concerned mainly with adding to
scientific knowledge

(b) Explemtory research - intended to produce knowledge
of practical value

(c) Applied research - seeking a solution to a specific
problem.

It will be noised that la many organisations, applied
research' as defined above .would b.s. almost aynon=ous with
development,



. Appendix 10 A(11)

The Instittnaon of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

SDI Investimtion

The' ShJ tn-,:estieration

The Selective Disemination of Information (SDT) syr,tem isdesigned to assic.t the individual research worker or engineer tocope with the ever-inereasin flow of published information
1-,y.bringing to his atteni.ion only those documents which are

likely to be of use to him in h13 work. In the SDI system
the documents received by the information centre are compared
by computer with the interests of each individual and
information is sent to /ilia of those documents which sufficientlymatch his requirements.

The SDI Investigation of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers is based on the National. Electrchics Research Council'sSDI Project, the responsibility for which has been transferred
to the Institution. A. two-year investigation will be conductedof the value, economics and acceptability to users or the SDI
system. In this investigation a sample of 600 electronics
research workers drawn from industry, government research
establishments, universities and colleges will be provided
with a weekly SDI service on English-language periodical articles.

The SDI service will be provided free-of-charge to a
specially selected sample of electronics research workers in
return for their assistance in the investigation. During the
first year of the investigation the sample will be selected,
their subject interests formulated and validated, and a
periodic SDI service provided to allow the initial adjustments
to be made to the subject-interest formulations. In the
following year a regular weekly SDI service will be provided
and during this time the main assessments and tests will be
made.

These assessments and tests will include:-

(a) the performance of the system (e.g. recall and precision)
(b) the rate of change of profiles

(c) a comparison of the value of titles only, titles with
lists of descriptors, and titles with abstracts, for
assessing relevance

(d) the value, usefulness and acceptability of the service
(e) the acceptability of different forms of notification
(f) the effect of the SDI service on the users' information-

gathering habltfl

The spa Investigation forms part of the research and
_developmen activities of the Institution's Information
Service in Rhyeica, Electrotechnol ogy and Control (IgSPEC)

I0A-16

S.9



Appendix IC A(12)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871

Dear

Telex 261176 1 ell.tjracm, Vohampe I ()nano Voltompen- London WC2

SDI Investigation

Some time ago we offered you the opportunity to be included
in a group of six hundred electronics research workers who, aspart of a government sponsored investigation. will receives.
computer-based information service free of charge in return for
agreeing to assist in its evaluation. In case the previous
letter has gone astray I enclose a copy of the letter and the

enclosures,

We hope that you will accept the Invitation but we should
like to know soon whether you wish to take part of whether we
should replace you in our sample, Perhaps you would let us know
by ticking the appropriate box at the foot of this letter and
returning' it in the envelope provided..

We hope we shall have your co-operation in our investigation,

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation

I wish to take party my Statement of Information Requirements

is enclosed herewith

will be sent withm ten days

I do not wish to take part in the SDI investigation

10A-17
Sectetary, G. F. Gatitsbotough Ph.D. C.Eng. 1-.1.1.E.

S.15



tpt,endix 1( A(1i)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871

Dear

Telex: 261176 Telegrams: Voltampere London Tetex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

SDI Investigation

Before we complete the draft profile based on your.staementof information requirements we should be grateful for your helpin clarifying one or two points. To refresh your memory a copyof your statement is enclosed.

The points for clarification or confirmation have been putas questions on the attached, with space for your reply in thesecond column. Although we have tried to ensure that only briefreplies are required, we should, of course, welcome any furtherinformation or comments you care to provide.

It may well be that the queries arise from a lack of under-standing on our part. If so, we apologise and hope you will notmind giving us this additional information.

Thank you once again for your help.

Yours sincerely,

P. Olague,

SDI Investigation.

I0A-18

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. FJ.E E. S.10



Appendix JO A(34)

The institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871

From

Telex 261176 Telegrams Vo liampere London Telex Cables Vollanipere London WC2

F, Ciague
SDI Investigation
Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Savoy Place,
London, W.C.2,

Information Reuirements Queries

Herewith, as requested, my replies to the following quesli6ns:

Questions: Reply:

10-19

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E. S,23*



Aprendix 10 A(1M`)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex. 261176

Dear

Telegrams. Voltamnere London Telex Cables. Voltamonre Londcn WC2

SDI Investigation

Since the main phase of the Investigation began in July 1967,
considerable progress hn3 bcen made and we have now reached the
stage where we can, with your help, start modifying the first
draft of the profile we compiled on the basis of your statement
of information requirements.

We realise that it was no easy task to compile the statement
and we are most grateful for the care with which you did it and
the large amount of detail you provided.

Some three hundred statements have now been received, from
which we have compiled draft user profiles. These profiles,
together with three hundred documents indexed by subject, hate
been used to test our SDI programs at the National Computing Centre.

Now that the basic backroom effort'has been completed we can
start modifying the initial draft profile to brim it close to
your requirements. For this we should like to hive your assistance
as described in the attached.

We did not write to you while the preparatory work was going
on since we have promised not to contact you unnecessarily. However
I should like to assure you that we greatly value your participation
in the Investigation and hope that you will find it both interesting
and - later - rewarding.

Secretary: G. F. Gamsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

JOA-20 S.16



Appendix )C

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-2401 871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams- Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

SOT ..rest t1

Thank you for your acceptance of our invitation and the
statement of informatLon requ:r:Iments- We realise Ox,t it was
no easy task to compile the statement ano we are grateful
for the care with which you did :t and the large amol:nt of
detail you provided.

While a draft pi.ofile is being r7omp..led on the basis of
your statement, we should 4rateful for your help in assess-
ing the relevance of the encLcse.i doc:;ments to vur interests.
These assessments will be uized with th,-f results of a first
computer match, to analyse the perfoman:.e of your profiles and
to modify it as necessary-

The metnod of assessment is given in the attached notes,
but i would like to emphasize that this is not an SO1 serVice.
but merely a quick means of obtaining data for profile adjustment.

We look forwero to recelvinc :.our assessment so that we
may modify y ur dr:Irt profile irtteadknc,J13 for the xperiment:di
SDI service which will beirin in trio neKi few weeks..

"(Qtrz sincerely,

P. CifIgue.

Man.14:or, SDI 11.7eRT.igatioh.

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Secretary. G. F. Gainsboioggh Ph.D. C.Eng. F,I.E.E.

S.1ba.



Appendix 70 A(17)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01 -240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltamperi.. London Telex Cables. Voltampere London WC2

SDI investigation

We should be grateful for your help in assessing the
relevance of the enclosed documents to your interests. These
assessments will be used, the requ34s of a first computer
match, to analyse the porf.:.rmance of your profilde and to mod-
ify it as necessary,

The mrt:,od of assescment is given in the attached notes.
but I would like to emphasize that this is not an SDI service
but merely a quick means of obtaining rata for profile adjust-ment.

We look forward to receiving your assessment so that we
may modify your draft profile in readiness for the experimental
SDI service which will begin in the next few weeks.

Secretary; G. P. Garnsborouqh Ph.D. C,Enq. F1,E.E.

Yours sincerely,

? e

Nf.t.11:1g(3 r , SD! rtvrst.igat,ion

10A 22

S.16b



Appendix 1C A (18)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex 261176

SDI Investii:ation

TelegramS Vo Itaninere London Telex Cables: Voltanipere London WC2

Notc o' initial Assesamcnt of Relevance

The three hundred doeument3 used to test our SDI programs
have been arranged in broad subject groups (often in more than
one group each). We enclose a copy of those groups which are
at all liked to contain docum. nts of interest to you, and
should be riteful if you would mark those items which, judging
from the titles, you consider relevant to your requirements.
To remind you, a copy of your statement is enclosed for your
retention.

We should be obliged if you would mark the items on the
list as follows:

,/ = of interest or relevant (so far as one can tell -from
the title)

? = possibly of interest but cannot be sure from the title

Where the item is of no interest (and we suggest that this
will be the case for most of those on the list), no mark is
required.

A replypaid envelope is enclosed for the return of the
lists, together with the duplicated covering letter which
contains space for any comments you may wish to make.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsbornugh Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E 10A-23
S.18



lowenoix JU A(I(f)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

SDI Investtion

Telegrams. Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

Notes on initial Assessment of Relevance

Some 700 documents have been assembled as an initial
test collection for matching against draft profiles of users'
.information requirements, The documents have been listed in
broad subject groupS (usually in more than one group) and
those groups are enclosed which are at all likely to contain
documents of interest to you, Thus some of the documents may
be duplicated in different lists, and we would expect that
only a small proportion of those listed will be of interest
to you,

We should be obliged if you would mark the items on the
list for relevance to your requirements as follows:

/ = of interest or relevant (so far as one can tells from
the title)

? = possibly of interest but cannot be sure from the title

Where the item is of no interest, no mark is required.

A reply-paid envelope is enclosed for the return of the
lists, together with a duplicateq covering letter which con-
tains space for any comments you may wish to make, and a copy
of your statement for your retention,

Please note that this is a special listing of documents,
selected to ,:btain initial relevance data, and is not similar
to the SDI service you will receive hereafter.

Secretary. G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E,E. 10A-24

Sol8a



`AppenOIX 1U WeO)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

From:

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables_ Voltampere London WC2

To:

P. Clague
Manager,
SDI Investigation
Institution. of Electridal Engineers
Savoy Place,
London, W.C.1.

Initial Relevance Assessment-Return

I havp examined the lists of documents and have marked those
which are'likely to be relevant to my interests (%/), and those
which might possibly be relevant CO.

Comments:

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E. 10A-25

Signed

Date

S.17



Appendix 10 A(21)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex' 261176

Dear

Telegrams Voltanmere London Telex Cables Vol !ampere London WC2

SDI Investigation

You were good enough to make an assessment of the initial
set of documents for their relevance to your requirements. This
was extremely valuable and we are making use of it to amend the
draft subject-interest profile we have compiled for you.

We should, however, be greatly helped in our work of
improving the performance of your profile if we might have your
assessment of the relevance of a second set of documents. As
before we have selected those sections of the total set which
are at all likelYTZ-contain documents of interest to you and
would be grateful if you would mark those you consider are
likely to be relevant (/), or may possibly be relevant,( ?).
A reply paid envelope is enclosed for the return of the lists
and letter.

We hope that this will be the last time we shall htLve to
ask you to carry out such a large-scale relevance assessment on
older documents and that your draft profile will soon be suitable
for inclusion in the experimental SDI service.

Thank you for Jour help.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

10A-26
S0190



Telex: 261176 Telegrams Voltamnere London Telex "Cables Voltarnoere London WC2

Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Appendix 10 A ',2")

Telephone: 01-240 1871

From To

P. Clague,
Manager,
SDLInvestigation,
TnstiWtion of Electrical. Engineei
Sa..'oi Place/
TrrAor W,C

Assesqme-,7 Return

I have examined tie of documents and have marked those
which are likely to be re:evan: to my interests ( / ). and those
which mignt possably be reIe,ranc

Comments'

Secretary' G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

Signed C



Apnendax 10 A(23)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex:.261176 Telegrams. Vo haulm:re London Telex Cables Voltanmere London WC2

SDI investigation
Dear

The initial preparatory work has been completed and we arenow in a position to invite your comments on the enclosed firstdraft of the profile based on your Statement of InformationRequirements. I should explain, however, that while we shallbe delighted to receive ,-our comments we do not expect you tospend time making a detailed analysis of the profile.
As you will see there are two parts to the profile:
.a) List of descriptors or terms.
b) Boolean logic statement defining the combinationof descriptors needing to be satisfied before adocument will match the profile.

Example: 1. IMPATT devices
2. Read diodes
3. Gunn effect devices
4. Generation

5. Amplification
6. Masers
7. Millimetre waves
8. Microwaves.

1 + 2 + 3 + ((6 + 4 + 5).(7 + 8))
The operators '+' and 1.1 have_ their normal logical meaning of'OR' and 'AND' respectively; 6 means NOT masers. Brackets havethe usual algebraic meaning, but extra ones are used to satisfycomputer requirements.

Thus the profile in the example above would select anyarticle dealing with IMPATT devices or Read diodes or Gunneffect devices, or with the generatioh
or amplification ofmicrowaves or millimetre waves providing that a maser was notinvolved.

I hope this gives you enough information to work out themeaning of the draft profile. If you have any comments perhapsyou would let us have them on the attached sheet using the replypaid envelope. If there is na comment you wish ta make, may wehave a 'nil' return, please, by return of the sheet:
Thank you once again for your help

'Yours sincerely,

secretary; G. F. Gainsborough Ph,D. CEng. F.I.E.E. P Olague

Manavz
RI_Iaves:tigation-:___"__



Appendix 10 A(24)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Prom i'elephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176 Telegrams, Voltarinrg London Telex Cables Voltampere London WC2

P, Clague,
Manager, SDI Investigation,
Institution of Electrical Engineer
Savoy Place,
London, W.C.2,

Draft Subject Profile.

I am returning herewith the draft subject profile together
with my comments.

Comments. (N.B. If it is convenient to annotate the profile itself,
please do so.)

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough PIO. C.Eng. F I.E.E.

Signed , . . ...

Date

10A-29

;

S.22.



Appenclx iv lik'e5)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871

Dear

Telex. 261176 Telt:grams Voltampere London Telex Cables. Voltarnpere London WC2

SDI Investigation

We should be grateful IA you would all(.1Nw a member of our team
to visit you to discuss your informatLon requirements, Since
receiving the original statements of information requirements we
have compiled and modifled draft subject profiles We now wish,
by means of a brief discussion to discover how accurately we have
been able to formulate your interests using only this information,
The visit will be part of a study of effectiveness of various
methodS of obtaining full details of each individual s requirements,.

We hope to visit a number of your c2lleagues4' for the same
purpose and should like to arrange r..i of the visits fot the same
day if possible, If you are willing to be visited perhaps you
would indicate on the encInd timetable all of the times that yeu
would be available for ctt least fifteen minutes. If. howei.-er, you
would prefer not to be visited, please indicate this instead it
will not affect your receipt of the SDI service,

I do hope, however. that you will agree,

Secretary 0. F. Gamsborough l'11.0. C.Eng. .I.E,E.

Yours :.incereiy

P. Clague

Manager, SDI investigation,

10A-30

Sn24



Aptiendix 10 A(26)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871

From:

Telex, 261176 Telegrams Voltimmerr I ondon Telex Cal)11.s roltanmere London WC..!

1 C1 N611:

jDL :nvesiliption
insiit91,1en of Eier=rical %gineers
3:ivevy Pla:e

London W C.2,

SD1 Investigat:n VisLt

I shall be willing to discuss my Information requirements
with a member of your staff at any of the times Indlated,

Date 9 '10 12

PIM

11"

4 5 7

I do not wish to bo visited

Signed

Date

Secretary G. F, Gainsborough Pk() C1(19, I- ILL.
JOA:31

S21



The institution CT alocizrica:

Telephone: 01.240 1871 Tc-lex: 261176

Our Ref: PC /S'-'

t 1,-.7
1.7

Appendix 10 A(27)

Telegrams: VolIampere London Telex Cables: Vo.zompere Loncor.1NC2

12th Pebru:try,

Dear ,

Thank you for lettinz un have detalls of the ti.mes at

which you would be willinz to be by a me7,b,7.'r of th
SDI team.

We are aranincr for to

vlstt you %.t ;.:edrens on

No confl-ma:ion of a rran semen i, rcTquied. :owever,

sho1.:1d zLry difficulties arise perhan3 you wculd conLact us

on Stevenar:e 3311 Ext. 59.

Semidry. G. F. Gainstiorough Pi..0. C.Eng. F,I.E.E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clape,
Mamrer, Si :1 Inventif;:...ion.

10A-32



n.tloif. Iv ik/tj

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephones 01-240 1871

Dear

Telex 2611 76 loletpielos luotii), m Lund On 11,%, Cable, Volt:invert, London WC2

SDI Investigation

In the light of your, re.en: comments we have mnt'le any ru,ces
nary modifications to your draft suNe:t profile The next stag,:
is to test its effectivenes:= in Sele,t.ng rclevan-( .lems from A
sample set of documents whirh have been indexed veld input to this
Computer. For these tests we need to istal17159 which Df the sample
documents are relevant TO your-;.nterests and We should be grateful
for your help in this

The enclosed lists con-..nin a31 of the groups r,f the sample
which are at all likely have documents of relevance to you and
we should be glad if you would mark those stems which, judging
from the titles, you considr likely to be rele/an /), or may
possibly be relevant (?) No mark is needed for those considered
irrelevant and we expect that these will he the majority. A copy
of your original statement of infovmati'on requIrements is enclosed
for your retention to remind you of the: areas covered

A reply paid en -elope is enclosed for, return of the lists
together with the duplicated covering letter which contains spacefor any comments you may wieh to make

Thank you for your help

Yemrs sincerely

P C ;ague.

Manager. SDI Investigation

P.S If you find very few relevant artIcies this merey means that
the sample is deficient in your suhjoet field not necessarily
that we have misunderstood your requ.rments ln such =aces
the negative return .s st.i.11 of groat 'mine to us.

Sectetew G. F. Gdirl%borough Ph.D. C.Eng. I I L.I.

to 133

S 27



Appendix 10 A(29)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01.240 1871 Telex: 261176 Telegrams. Voltampere London Telex Cables Vollanipere London WC2

'Dear SDI Inveslga-,on

We recently sent you a pream:nary !:st pf do nment.?
which we hoped you would assess for relevance to your sub3e....t
interests,

As we explained we need this .rif.rmat_on to teat the
performance of your draft profice e. is effe.tiveness in
selecting relevant documents and roje,itIng :rrelevant ones,
From these results of the test -.n a sample coile.-t:on of
documents we shall know how best to iipd_fy your preq*1:e
improve its performance.

We are anxious to have a similar relevance assessment
made for the second half of the test -ollectacn bt are an
difficulty :in that we have not yet received your assessment
for the first half, In case this ha:: gone astray we are
including them with the second group of documents and should
.be most grateful if you would not mind letting us have your
assessment of both sets of documents at the same time, A
reply paid envelope is enclosed,

We hope this will be the last time that we shall need to
ask you to carry out, such a large scale relevance assessment
on older documents and that your draft profile will soon be
suitable for inclusicn in the experlmental SD1 servic,-r.

Yours sincere:y.,

,

Manager. SD1 investigation.,

10A-34
Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

S..28



Appendix 10 L(30)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Our Ref: PC/SI/

Dear ,

Telegrams. Voltampere London Telex Cables. Voltampere London WC2

February 1968

SDT Investigation

Thank you for making the relevance assessments on the lists
of documents. We shall'now be examininF these together with any
comments you made and we hope to write to you soon about particular
questions which arise in connection with your subject interest
profile.

However it might be useful now if we explained more fully
than was nossible in our previous letter how these relevance
assessments fit into the Tnvestiqation.

As we said, a draft subject interest profile has been constructed
and we wish to assess roughly how well it performs E_nd what mod-
ifications may be needed. The performance is a measure of its
effectiveness in selecting from a set of documents all those which
are relevant while rejecting all others. To test this we need to
know which documents in the set are relevant to each .profile and,
by marking the list of documents, you have provided this information.

The sample set-of documents is initially relatively small and
drawn from a limited number of sources. As a result some fields of
interest are not well represented but these will be included in the
next test collection. However tt may be some consolation If you
found few relevant doduments in the list that it is equally important
to us to know-which documents are not relevant.

perhaps T ought to stress that the lists are only
intended to serve the above purpose and, of. course, bear no
resemblance to the sort of notifications we shall be providing in
the SDI service.

Once again many thanks for all the help you have given.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

yours sincerel

P. ClaRue,
Manager, SDT Investigation.

1



Appendix 10 4(31)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

Thank you for completing and returning the recent relevance
assessment on the sample documents, We apologise in particular
if you received very long lists which contained only a small
proportion of items relevant to your particular field of research
This arose largely from the difficulty of assembling a test
collection covering the many aspects of electronics research while
keeping the items to a manageable number.

With the relevance assessments together with the many help-
ful comments that have been received explaining particular points
we are now able to make test matching runs on the computer and
determine what further modifications are needed to the draft
subject profiles.

This testing and modification -of some 600 profiles has to
he completed before the start of the experimental service planned
for April, During this period therefore. we hope not to have to
bother you unless important points arise in the interpretation of
your information requirements.

Finally let me say how encouraged we have been by the general
willingness to help and explain that has been shown by participants.
We are looking forward to the time when we can repay some of this
in the $DI service,

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation

Secretary. G. F. Gainsborpugh Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

S.34



Apperwix lu Rk9e)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables. Voltampere London WC2

Thank you for completing and returning the recent relevance
assessment on the sample documents. We apologise in particular
if you received very long lists which contained only a small
proportion of items relevant to your particular field of research.
This arose largely from the difficulty of assemblf.ng a test
collection covering the many aspects of electronics research while
keeping the items to a manageable number.

Witt. the relevance assessments, together with the many help-
ful comments that have been received explaining particular points,
we are now able to make test matching runs on the computer and
determine what further modifications are needed to the draft
subject profiles, before they are included in the experimental SDI
service.

Finally let me say how encouraged we have been by the general
willingness to help and explain that has been shown by participants.
We are looking forward to the time when we can repay some of this
in the SDI service.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. CEng. F.I.E.E.

S.34a
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The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

SDI Investigation

Dear

Telegrams; Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

The Institution of Electrical Engineers is conducting a
government-funded investigation of the selective disseminationof information system. In this investigation, an SDI servicewill be provided free-of-charge to 600 electronics researchworkers in selected organisations. Details of the investigation
are enclosed.

In addition to the individual workers who will receive aservice to meet their individual requirements, a number of
groups of research and development workers are being included
in the investigation. Each group will provide a single statementof its information requirements (covering the joint needs of itsfftemb,rs) and receive a service as if it were a single composite

If you would like a group in your organisation to take partin the investigation and receive the SDI service free -of-- charge,please arrange for the completion and return of the attachedGroup Data and Requirements form. It will be for you (and yourcolleagues, if you wish) to determine the composition and typeof the group (see the attached notes).

We hope that a group from your organisation will wish totake part in the investigation, and_would ask you to return thecompleted form as quickly as possible. We are working to a verytight programme and will not be able to keep open a place forvery long.

If you wish clarification of any point, or additional
information, please do not hesitate to contact me on Stevenage 3311.

Secretary: G. F. Gamsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.



Appendix 10 A(34)

Tha Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

SDI Investigation

Groups

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

Notes on Group Participation

Participation in the SDI Investigation and receipt of a weeklySDI service for at least twelve months is available to groups ofelectronics research or development workers* of certain randomly'selected organisations. It is for each organisation invited TOdecide the type and composition of the group. A group may be forexample: (a) the senior technical staff of a small company; (b) aproject or research or development team; (c)'all or part of a sectionor department; or (d) a number of individuals with mainly the same.subject interest. The group should Contain at least three individualsand, preferable not more than twenty.

Group Co-ordinator

The Group Co-ordinator will provide the link between the Groupand the Investigation staff. He will receive the SDI outputs andwill be responsible for ensuring that the members of the group areinformed.

Information Requirements

Two examples are enclosed of a type of statement which hasbeen found more satisfactory than a simple list of terms.However these are intended only as a guide and it may be that therequirements of a group will be less detailed unless it is a smallteam working on a specific piece of research.

There is no restriction on specifying the requirements of agroup (except that these should be continuing requirements). Itis suggested, however, that it may be more satisfactory toconcentrate on the requirements common to all or most members ofthe group rather than the specialized needs of each member.

* Our definition of electronics includes, for example, the followingtopics: communications, electroacoustics., electron optics, electronphysics, electronic control, electronic devices, electronicinstruments, medical electronics, microwave electronics, Plasmaelectronics, quantum electronics, propagation of e-m waves, radar,radio-astronomy, semiconductors, solid-state electronics, telemetry,and television.

Secretary: G. F. Gainson:ough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

XPA39.
S.37
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The Institution of Electrical. Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176 Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables. Voltampere London WC2

SDI Inve s t :Ea-, _-_r; qr -.r P. ,-,;f ..:e N -..........._

From T:,

C
SDI r,!:; : 1a
The Ini4:: tui :n of E. t- 'r

G
: De ~d Requ:v!meo's

1. Name and postal
address of Gro.lp
Coordinacr

2. Group Members

Name (Mr/Dr/HrtilM:al.:) T.Tle or 4.11

(If required, please continue 1:st overleaf,)

3. Relationship of group members (i.e. what Ls the olonwix bond
or common link? e.g, members of a research team or working
on the same proje:t, or in the same sect;on or depar:mentn
or only associated as members of the .:am nn

4. In generals are 'the members of the group engaged ma r6y

( ) Pure research fi.e, concerned mainly with t;;

scientific knowledge

( ) ExploratJry research (A.e. intended 'n produce KnowieUe

( ) Applied rosev,r-h . or developmen- seekln: a solutLon
to a part:-,idar problem)

Secretary: G. F, Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

- 30A=.440.



5. Information Requirements (1 e the subjects or topics on which
the err- -cup members would Like to be
kept informed-)

6. Additional Information It woa:d be nelpfu.L af would assume
that we are non-expert in your sub,;ecc and explain what- you
understand by any of the speciab sed terms you nave -ased abo,re.
or give any alternative terminology used for the subLects mentioned.

7. Relevant articles, It would be of 'rent assistance if you would
cite any two articles which you consider relev.int to tne subjects
you have mentioned

Signed



Apn.endix :LC

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176 Telegrams. Voltampwe London To lex Cables Vonantown London WC2

Dear

SDI Investigation

We have received the completed Group Data and Requirements

form and have pleasure in welcoming you as a Group Co-ordinator.

A copy of the form is enclosed for your retention.

As part of the Investigation we shall. in the next few days,

be making a survey of the use of information by the members of

the group. We shall send a separate questionnaire direct,to each

member, with a reply-paid envelope for its return. For this, no

co-ordination work will be required and we shall similarly do any

"chasing" of replies direct.

We hope in the next few weeks to compile the group profile

and to begins with the assistance of your group, the process of

modifying it to meet your requirements as closely as possible.

Secretary. G. F. Gamsborough Ph,O. C,Eng, F.I,E.E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

10A-42

S
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The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltampece Londoil Telex Cables. Voltampece London WC2

SDI Investigation

We recently sent you a preliminary list of doduments which
we hoped you would assess for relevance to your subject interests.
As we explained we need this information to test the performance
of your draft profile, i.e. its effectiveness in selecting rele-
vant documents and rejecting irrelevant ones. Prom these results
of the test on a sample collection of documents we shall know how
best to modify your profile to improve its performance.

We cannot trace receipt of your assessment and should be
grateful if we might have it as soon as possible. If the
assessment has gone astray please tick the square below and
return this letter in the enclosed reply-paid envelope.

The experimental SDI service will begin next month and we
should like to complete the testing and modification of your
draft profile so that it can be included from the beginning.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E. S.41



hppenalx 10 Aots)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

SDI Investigation

We recently invited your comments on the first draft of
the profile we had compiled from your statement of information
requirements.

As no reply can be traced, it may be that our letter Or
your reply has gone astray. We are therefore enclosing a copy
of our letter and attachments and would be grateful for your
comments, or a 'nil' return, as soon as possible, so that the
compilation and testing of the draft profile can be completed
in time for inclusion in the experimental SDI service from its
commencement next month.

Thank you for your help.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary; G. F. Gginsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E. S.42
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The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

SDI Investigation

We recently invited your help in clarifying one or two
points in connection with the draft profile based on your
statement of information requirements.

As no reply can be traced, it may be that our letter
or your reply has gone astray. We are therefore enclosing
a copy of the letter and attachments and should appreciate
a prompt reply so that the compilation and testing of yOur
draft profile can be completed in time for inclusion in the
experimental SDI service from its commencement next month.

Thank you for your help.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

S.43
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(40)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
44 Queensway Stevenage 'Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Vo hampers Stevenage Cables: Vohampere Stevenage

SDI in7es71gation

I am happy to say tnat we expect start the experimental
phase of the SDI Investigation in the next week or two. Durtng
this phase. whl,ch will last until. September, an SDI service viii
be provided at intervals allow us ::me to make the extensive
profile thanges we expect will be necessary) . Ir the operational
phase from September :968 onwards, the service will, of course
be weekly.

We shall start by providing a service to only those whose
profiles seem in reasonaoLe work.ng order: the remainder will
be included over the next month or so. as we compaete the testing
and modifying of their prof;les. We shall send you a list of the
participants in your organisation when the initial modifications
are completed.

In supplying the SDI service we can send the notifications
either direct to your users, or through you (i.e. you would
receive a packet of addressed but urn-sealed envelopes containing
their notifications). Similarly the relevance assessments we
require in reply can be returned direct to us or through you.
It is difficult to say where the balance of convenience lies for
us, so we shall be happy with whatever answer yo9 give on the
attached form and shall provide reply-paid envelopes in either
case.

S.44.

.Secretary,:A.,FGainsborough,Ph.D.,,C.E



Appendix 10 A(41)

From: To

SDI Investigation.
The Institution of Electrical
44 Queensway En ;veers,
Stevenage,
Herts.

1. I should prefer the SDI notifications to be sent

a) direct to my users

b) through me

0
0

2. I should prefer their relevance assessments to be
returned:

Comments

a) direct to you

b) through me 0

Signed. ,

date. .

100.1000 4 00

0000000000

5045
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(42)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
44 Queensway Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage CablGs: Voltampere St ienagc-

May, 1968

We are very happy to announce the start of the
experimental SDI service and to send you herewith yourfirst batch of notifications. These comprise those
items in the first batch of documents input to the
computer which match your subject interest profile.

During the next six months of test Operation weshall be carrying out a series of such matching runs
on the computer and sending you similar batches of
cards.

The aim in this period is to analyze how effect-
ively your subject profile meets your information
requirements and to modify it accordingly so that it
may form the basis for your regular service, Forthis we shall need your assessment of the relevance .tof documents notified to you, The simple 1, 24.X
marking method for doing this is described on the
attached sheet, We hope that this will reduce timeand effort on your'part and at the same time give us-rapid feedback.

All of us in the SDI team are very conscious ofhow much we owe to you and all the other volunteers
for your kind co-operation and patience over the pastmonths while the investigation was getting under way.We look forward now to attempting to repay some of
that debt,

Secretary G F Garnsborough PhD . C Eng. FIE E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

ilanager, SDI Investigation.

10A-48
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-Dear

AppenulA iv li14))

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
44 Queensway Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

We are happy to be sending you herewith your firstbatch of experimental SDI notifications. These representthose documents that matched your subject profile out ofan input of some 250 documents.

During the next three months of test operation weshall be carrying out a series of such matching runs andsending you the output to evaluate. The aim during thisperiod is to determine what modifications are needed'before your profile is fit to form the basis of yor,"operational service. This means that you sbnilla not beoverconcerned if the output you receive is initiallysmall or only partly relevant. We shall be assessingyour replies and making periodic analyses and adjustmentto your profile.

The simple 1, 2, X marking method for relevance isdescribed on the attached sheet. We hope that this willreduce the effort you need to spend on it and help togive us rapid feedback.

We are all very grateful for the assistance you havegiven over the -past months and are looking forward toattempting to repay some of the debt that we owe.

Secretary G F Gamsborough Ph 0. C Eng. F I.E E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

10A-49

S.46a
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Appendix 10 A(44)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
44 Queensway Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043E113311 Telegrams : Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

Relevance Assessments

The computer printout shows the numbers of the documents
for which notification cards are enclosed.

Please put 1, 2 or X against each document number to
indicate whether the corresponding document is:

1 - highly relevant i.e. you would expect
to be notified of all such articles by
the SDI service

2 - partially relevant i.e. you- are happy
if such documents are brought to your
attention but will not be concerned if
a proportion are not

X - not relevant i.e. you do not wish- to be
notified of such articles

N.B. The assessment will of course be based
on the information supplied on the cards.

A reply-paid envelope is enclosed for return of the
marked-up computer printout.

The cards are for your retention. The words following .

the journal reference are the descriptive terms used to index
the documents.

Secretary. G. F Gamsborough C Eng - I.E.E.

10A-50
S,.47
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Appenulx 10 AW))

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
44 Queensway Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

Relevance Assessments

The computer printout shows the numbers of the documents
for which notificatiOn cards are enclosed.

Please put 1, 2 or X against each document number to
indicate whether the corresponding document is:

1 - highly relevant i.e. you would expect
to be notified of all such articles by
the SDI service

2 - partially relevant i.e. you are happy
if such documents are brought to your
attention but will not be concerned
if a proportion are not

X - not relevant i.e. you do not wish to
be notified of such articles

N.B. The assessment will of course be based
on the information supplied on the cards.

Please return'the markedup printout to
who is acting as Project Associate for the investigation.

The cards are for_your retention. The words following
. the journal reference are the descriptive terms used to index

the documents.

104-51

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

S.47a
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(46)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
44 Queensway Stevenage Hertfordshi.re
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

As promised in our recent letter we are sending herewith,the first SDI notifications for those of your users whoseprofiles appear to be in reasonable working order. These arenot necessarily the only ones that have reached this state,since others may not have found any matching items out ofthis First input of some 240 documents.

We'are asking users to let us have relevance assessmentsfor the notification's by marking the computer printout. Whereyou have reluested it these are to be returned through you asProject Associate and we enclose reply-paid envelopes for youruse.

As you can imagine we are very pleased to have reachedthe start of the experimental service and are keeping ourfingers crossed for a good reception. Naturally we shall bemost interested in any comments.

Sectetary: G f Gainsborough Ph 0 . C Eng .

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation .

10A-52

S.48
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(47)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
44 Queensway Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

SDI Investigation

We are sending herewith the second batch of experimental SDI
notifications for your users. The input to the computer for this
run consisted, as- before, of some 240 documents, i.e, a sample
week's intake to the service. All users who received the first
matching output will receive notifications this time assuming at
least one document matches his profile. SiMilarly some users
will now be receiving notifications- for the first time where
either their profiles were still unsatisfactory, or there was no
matching output last time.

We have done rough assessments of "Precision" for the first
batch of returns and are reasonably happy, particularly since the
profiles have been adjusted at this stage with a bias toward good
"Recall" rather than good "Precision". Naturally some individual
cases axe not satisfactory -and we hope to review these cases over
the next few weeks. There remains a small number of profiles
which continue to cause trouble but we hope to sort these out
quickly and get them into service.

To gain some idea of "Recall" we are planning shortly to
send out partial listihgs of the documents input to these first
two runs and ask users to mark those items which should have been
notified to them. This will give us an indication of areas that
are not being covered by the existing profiles and we shall be
able to adjust where this seems necessary.

Given reasonable feedback we expect to be. able to spot the
bad profiles-before any user gets disillusioned, but we shall be
very grateful for a warning signal from you where you think
trouble is arising.

Secretary: G F Gainsborough Ph D. C Eng . FI E.E

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

10A-53

S.50.
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(48)

The Institution of Electrical Engineer
44 Queensway Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

July, 1968

SDI Investigation

You will now have received some SDI notifications fromthe first computer runs in the current period of experimentaloperation., As we explained earlier, our purpose in thisperiod is to perform a number of test runs to determine whatmodifications are needed to your subject profile

From your marked returns we know which of the documentsnotified were relevant to you. However we still need todiscover whether your existing profile is failing to select
some potentially relevant documents.

For this reason we are sending you a selected list ofdocuments used in the recent matching runs on your profile,and we should, be grateful if you would tick any title thatyou consider should have been notified to you (ignoringwhether it was notified or not). Please tick only thoseitems that you are reasonably sure are relevant: wherethere is any doubt, leave them.

It would be most useful if you could work through thewhole list but we shall be happy with whatever proportionof the list you find time to examine. -(But please indicateon the list the point at which you stopped)

You may find some articles duplicated between sections- there is no need to mark relevant articles More than oncebut it will cause no problem if you do so.

Secretary; G. F Gainsbocough Ph 0 C Eng , F,I.E.E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

10A-54
S.49
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Dear

Appenaix 10 Ak49)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
44 Queensway Stevena,ge Hertford-s-hire
Telephone: 0438/3311 TelegramS: Voltompere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

July, 1968

SDI Investigation

Now that most users have received some form of
experimental SDI notification we are trying to assess
what relevant documents are being missed by each profile.

For this purpose we are asking users to look at a
selection of the documents input to the computer for thefirr;t two experimental runs and to- tell us which they
should have seen.

We hope the covering letter is self-explanatory,
but we would emphasize that it is not essential that
users complete the list. We would rather they did partthan get fed up with it and us.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary. G. _F. Gatnsborough Ph,D C Eng , F.I.E.E.

10A-55

S.51.
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(50)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Vottampere Stevenage

SDI Investigation

In the current experimental service period we are,
as you know, attempting to assess how well your profile
is performing.

To help us discover any'gaps in your profile we
should like you to indicate any items on the attached
lists which you consider should have been notified to
you. The lists contain aseledtion of articles input
to the computer for experimental matching runs 003 and
004,

Please tick all items that you are reasonably sure
are relevant, ignoring whether they were notified or not.
Some titles are duplicated on different lists but there
is no need to mark a relevant item more than once.

We realise that going through the lists is not the
'

most exciting businesS but it does give us invaluable
data for profile adjustment. If, however, you can find
time to mark only a portion of the lists we should be
grateful if you -could indicate the point at which you
stopped.

As always we are most grateful for your help.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

P.S. Please return the marked-up lists to your Librarian/
Information Officer.
who is acting as Associate for the Investigation..

S-057a

Secretary: G. F. Geinsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
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Dear

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
44 lameensway Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

SDI Investigation

In the current experimental service period we are,
as you know, attempting to assess how well your profile
is performing.

To help us
should like you
lists which you
you. The lists
to the computer
004.

discover any gaps in your profile we
to indicate any items on the attached
consider should have been notified to
contain a selection of articles input
for experimental matching runs 003 and

Please tick all items that you are reasonably sure
are relevant, ignoring whether they were notified or not.
Some titles are duplicated on different lists but there
is no need to mark a relevant item more than once.

We realise that going through the lists is not the
most exciting business but it does give us invaluable
data for profile adjustment. If, however, you can find
time to mark only a portion of the lists we should
be grateful if you could indicate the point at which you
stopped. A reply-paid envelope is enclosed for the
return of the lists.

As always we are most grateful for your help.

Secretary G. F. Ga;nsbornugh Ph.D C.Eng F I.E.E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

10A-57

S.57
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(52)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Vohampere Stevenage Cables: Vohampere Stevenage

SDI Investigation

We have now almost completed the period of experimental
SDI operation and are busy preparing for the start of the
weekly service in November.

Over the past months we have been analysing the per
formance of your profile using the various data you have so
kindly provided. Certain modifications have been made to
your original profile which we think will improve its
effectiveness. However, we should be happier if we could
test these modifications, and for ti:iswe should like your
help in marking the enclosed list of titles to indicate
which you consider should be selected by your profile.

As before tick only those you are reasonably sure are
relevant and again some titles are duplicated on different
sheets but there is no need to mark a relevant item more
than once.

I hope you will bear with us in sending you this other
list. You can be sure that we make full use of the informa
tion provided.

Owing to the lack of time before we start the service
a prompt return would be invaluable.

With many thanks.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI InVestigation

S.64
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Dear

:1-1.1"4

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

SDI Investigation

We have now almost completed the period of experimental
SDI operation and are busy preparing for the start of the
weekly service in November.

Over the past months we have been analysing the per
formance of your profile using the various data you have so
kindly provided, Certain modifications have been made to
your original profile which we think will improve its
effectiveness. However, we should be happier if we could
test these modifications, and for this we should like your
help in marking the enclosed list of titles to indicate'
which you consider should be selected by your profile.

As before tick only those you are reasonably sure are
relevant and again some titles are duplicated on different
sheets but there is no need to mark a relevant item more
than once.

I hope you will bear with us in sending you this other
list. You can be sure that we make full use of the informa
tion provided.

Owing to the lack of time before we start the service
a prompt return would be invaluable.

With many thanks.

Yours sincerely,

P. Olague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

P.S. Please return the marked up lists to your Librarian/
Information Officer
who is acting as Associate for the Investigation.

S.64a

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
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Appendix 10 A(54)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

6th September, 1968

SDI Newsletter

This is the first of a planned series of occasional
newsletters to report progress in the SDI Investigation.

Profile compilation

The work of collecting the sample ,group of participants
and compiling subjeCt profiles is largely complete and at
present we have on-file some 550 individual subject profiles
plus some 30 composite profiles covering the interests of a
number of small groups of individuals. Additional group
profiles are currently being added to bring the total number
of profiles to a planned figure of' 600.

All profiles on file have been tested against a sample
collection of some 700 documents to determine what modifica-
tions are necessary. These modifications are then tested and
the process repeated where necessary before the final profile
is passed for experimental operation.

Experimental

The chief purpose of the current period of experimental
service is to gain further information of the performance of
your profile and to optimise it ready for operational service
in November of this year. During this time we plan to carry
out eight computer runs and to send the output to users to
evaluate. Five of these have already been completed and, with
a few exceptions, all individual users have received at least
one batch of notifications. Once your profile is put into
service you will receive output from each experimental run
assuming that at least on document mathhes your profile.

Journal coverage in the expeLimental period.

The input of documents to each of the experimental runs
will be the equivalent of one weeks intake to the system.
Thus since only eight runs are planned for the five months
experimental period the coverage of the literature published
in that time will be very incomplete. There will therefore
be no significance in the fact that a particular relevant
article is not picked up by your profile during this pe4.1od.
To determine whether relevant articles are being .missed by
your profile we shall, from time to time ask you to scan
lists of the articles actually input to the computer and to
mark those of which you should have been notified.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsbcrough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
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Literature coverage

For the purposes or the investilLation we are intending
to cove- only journal articles in the English language. Thesewill be a:leeted from omc 300 journals and we expect to
input approximatk_ly 250 articles each week to the computer.
A list of the titles of the jour;:ils that we shall be scanning
will be distributed to you shortly.

Change of subject interests

We quite expect that many users will find that their
subject intelests chan,;e over the period of the Investigation.
Chanes may in fact already have occurred since the profileswere first compiled. We can quite rea(jily incorporate the
necessary modifications into profiles if you will let us have
details.

Feedback

We are relying heavily on the relevance returns for the
experimental notifications to show us where there are faultsin your profile. All returns are monitored and modificationsmade to the profile where these are clearly indicated. How-
ever, our tendency in initial profile construction is to
prefer one which selects too much material rather than toolittle. This means that we expect a fair proportion of
notifications to be irrelevant at first. However we are
accepting this until we have accumulated enough data to show
that the profile can be restricted without losing important
material. This may mean treat you will continue to receive
irrelevant notifications for a while after you consider weshould have done something about it.

Most users are returning the relevance assessment promptlyand tnis is most helpful. Some delays are only to be expected
due to holidays at this time of year, but if anyone is still
holding returns we shall be glad to nave them. This is
particularly important if the relevance of the notifications
is poor since we can rectify this only if we are told.

SDI proposed change of address

We are planning to move on about 14th September to other
premises in Stevenage at 26 Park Place. You may find this
address appearing on letters somewhat before that date.
However, as virtually all your correspondence with us will
use the reply-paid envelopes provided, this should not cause
any real trouble.

Finally we should like to express thanks to all partici-
pants for their help in the somewhat preliminary stages of
the investigation. We are not dissatisfied with progress so
far and have hopes that the result will be a useful service.

S.58.
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(55)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Whimpers Stevenage Cables: Vo hampers Stevenage

SDI Investigation

We are currently analysing the performance of your
profile based on the data that you have provided in the
current experimental period of operation. One aim is to
see what modifica;;ions can be made -co reduce the propor-
tion of irrelevant notifications and to increase the pick
up of relevant documents.

In a number of cases it is not clear to us why
articles that you marked are relevant to your interests
as stated. This could be due either to lack of know-
ledge on our part or to a shift of _your interest in the
time since you first gave them to us. In either case
we apologise and hope you will not mind explaining briefly
how the articles listed on the attached sheet relate to
your present subject interests. If, of course, your
interests have changed we should be glad to have details
of such changes.

A copy of your original statement of interests is
enclosed together with a reply paid envelope for return
of the attached sheet together with your comments.*

We hope this will not cause you too much work.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
10A-62

S.60
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Dear

The Institution of Eiectrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Vottampere Stevenage

Following a small'modification to your profile it would
be helpful if you could give us your relevance assessment on
the enclosed notifications. They are the unmarked items on
the printout.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,.

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

one k,
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Dear

Appenoix .10 A0/)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
2.6 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Vohampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

We recently sent you a list of titles of articles
input to the computer for experimental runs 003 and 004
asking you to mark those items you Consider relevant toyour interests. According to our records we have not
yet received your marked list and we hope you will notmind being reminded about it.

The information from your markings is esseutial-for
testing and modifying your profile before the start of
operational service in November. As you can see this
doesn't leave much time.

If, by any chance, the list did not reach you wouldyou please tick the space below and return this letter
to us.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI. Investigation.

I have not received the list referred to, please
send a replacement

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

10A-64
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(58)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

As you will see from the enclosed letters we are
trying to chase up some outstanding returns from your
SDI users. It seemed better to do it this way rather
than load it all on to you° You may however wish to
check before sending them out just in case they have
got lost between you and use

Things are generally not too bad but we could do
with a lot more time before the start of the service in
November hence the urgency of these returns.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.:.E.E.

S.62/63a
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(59)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Vo !tempera Stevenage Cables: Vohampere Stevenage

I write to remind you that we have not received
relevance assessments for the batches of experimental
am notifications that we have been sending you over
the past months. This presents us with a problem since
without your replies we are unable to test and modify
your profile ready for operational service as required
by the Investigation. Since the service will start in
November there is very little time left to do this.

We should be most reluctant to lose your kind
cooperation and realise that circumstahces such as
vacations may have delayed your replies. However, if
you wish to continue to take part it is essehtial ti at
we have your returns without delay.

It wou:_d greatly help us if you could mark and
return the attac,.ed sheet to indicate your wishes in
this matter.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation

'Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E. 8.63



Appendix 10 A(60)

From: To:

Mr. P. Clague,
SDI Investigation,
ale. Institution of Electrical

Engineers,
26 Park P1176``e.-3..,
Stevenage,
Herts.

0 I do not wish/am unable to continue taking part in
the SDI Investigation.

0 I wish to continue taking part

0 a) my returns are enclosed herewith

b) my returns will follow shortly

Signed

Date

S.63R
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(61)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Vo !tempera Stevenage Cables: Voltampure Stevenage

Earlier this year you electi.-41,9 have the SDI notifica-
tions for your users routed through ybu,during the period of
experimental service.

Now that we are preparing to start the weeklrational
service with a consequently much greater flow of notitations
itseems only fair to ask whether you wish to continue this
arrangement or would prefer us to send direct to users.

On balance the latter is somewhat easier for our mailing
operations but that is of little-moment if you prefer to have
them sent via you.

Would you please indicate your wishes on the attached
form and return it to us.

Yours sincerely,

P. Olague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

10A-69

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D.. C.Eng., F.I.E:E. S.64



Appendix 10 A(62)

From: To:

SDI Investigation,
The Institution of Electrical

Engineers,
26 Park Place,
Stevenage,
Hertfordshire.

I should prefer the SDI notifications for the weekly service
to be sent:

a), direct to my users

b) through me

Comments:

o
0

Signed

Date. . 4 0 0 V 0

S64r
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Appendix 10 A(63)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Vohampere Stevenage Cables: Vo hamper. Stevenage

SDI Investigation

As you will see we are now using preprinted forms for
the SDI computer printout.

Two copies of the printout will be sent each week withthe card notifications. One copy should be returned
to us showing your relevance markings. The second co.pyis for your own requirements and may be disposed of asyou wish.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
10A-71

S.65
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Rppenoix 1.0 Akb4)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Vohampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

As the weekly SDI service notifications are to
be routed through you we enclose a supply of
Reply Paid envelopes for the returns.

Please let us know when you require a further
supply.

10A-72

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
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Appendix 10 A(65)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampera Stevenage Cables: Vottampere Stevenage

SDI Investigation

As you will see we are now using preprinted forms for
the SDI computer printout.

The copies of the printout will be sent each week with
the card notifications. One copy should be returned
to us showing your relevance markings. The second copy
is for your own requirements and may be dibposed of as
you wish.

From now on we shall be grateful if you will send your
returns direct to us and not, as before, via your
Project Associate. Reply paid envelopes for this
purpose will be provided.

10A-73

Secretary: G. F. Gairisborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.



Appendix 10 A(66)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2

Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables Voltampere London WC2

r

We have pleasure in sending you the first of the weekly SDI
services that you will receive during the operational period of
the Investigation. You will receive notifications regularly
except for those weeks when no documents match your profile.

As explained earlier two copies of the notification form
will be provided with each batch of cards. One copy is for your
own use or disposal. The other copy of the form should be returned
to us (via your Project Associate) as soon as possible each week
showing your relevance assessment of each item notified.

We shall, of course, be regularly monitoring your returns
to determine how well your profile is performing. However, if
you are for any reason dissatisfied with the service we should
like to know immediately: special provision for this is made
on the form.

Comments of any sort will be most welcome and may be written
on the back of the notification form. In particular since we are
attempting to cover all English language articles in the various
fields of electronics research, we shall be glad to know of any
article of importance to your work which fails to be included in
your notifications. A list of the periodicals scanned in the
Investigation will be sent to you shortly..

Thank you for co-operating in the Investigation so far and
bearing with us through the many teething troubles. We hope that
you will find he regular weekly service of value.

Yours sincerely,

ea.,..........

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

P.S. Each batch of documents has a three figure prefix to
indicate the batch or week numbei. The first of the
weekly batches is numbered 011. There were no batches
between 007 and 011.

Secretary. G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E. S.66a
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Dear

lippencl) Iv Rk0/)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: VoItampare Stevenage Cables: Voltampsre Stevenage

As you know we have recently started the weekly service
of SDI notifications and we hope that you are finding themof interest.

Over the past months we have been using your returns
to test and modify your profile ready for the weekly service.Some such modifications have been made recently and beforethe service based on this new profile runs for too long we
should like to test their probable effect.

We are, therefore, sending you herewith a list of docu-
ments input earlier to the computer and matched against yourprofile. It would give us the necessary test data if you
would tick any items that you consider should be picked outby your profile.

I hope you won't mind having this further list to check.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI InvestigatiOn.

Secretary: G. F. GaInsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
10A- 5

S.69
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(68)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

December, 1968.

:During the course of the SDI service we are attempting
to monitor the performance of your profile and gradually to
modify and improve it For this we are helped by your regu
lar return of the printout showing your relevance markings
and in particular by any comment you make

However, we are continually aware that profile may be
failing to select some relevant documents and we should like
to assess to what extent this is true in your case,

From time to time, therefore. we shall send you a partial
list of a batch of articles input to the computer and ask you
to mark any relevant items, The first of these is enclosed
herewith. Please tick only those articles which, judging from
title, you consider should be selected by your profile. No
other marking is necessary..

Yours sincerely,

P, Clague,

'Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.LE.E. S.73
_10A= ,6,
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Dear

Appendix 10 A(69)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Steveneco

December, 1968

SDI Investisation

Your SDI profile has now been running for a few months
and from your relevance returns we know what proportion of
the notifications are relevant.

However, before we can assess and improve the overall
performance of your current profile we need to know what
articles relevant to your interests are being missed.

For this purpose we are sending herewith a partial
listing of articles input to one of the recent SDI computer
runs for you to examine. Would you please tick any item
which, judging from the information given, you would wish
your profile to pick up. If you arein any doubt please
leave it unmarked. If, as is quite possible, none of the
items are really relevant to your interests, please note
this on the front page.

Where several different interests are combined in the
profile you may, of course, wish to pass the list to several
individuals for marking.

list.
A reply paid envelope is enclosed for return of the

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

5.73G



Appendix 10 A(70)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Voitampere Stevenege Cables: Voltam Pere Stevenage

1NSPEC January, 1969

Dear

SDI Investigation

Now that the weekly SDI service has been in operation
for two months we should like to know how you feel about it.
In particular we wish to find out whether your present pro
file still needs major modification, and which type of
service will best suit your needs.

Your weekly relevance returns give us valuable data
for assessing and modifying the performance of your profile
They do not, however, tell 11:4 your overall reaction to the
service and whether you would prefer a different kind of
performance.

To obtain this information we.have drafted the enclosed
questionnaire which we hope you will not mind completing.
We- have limited it to a few basic questions but we are
equally interested in receiving any comments you care to
make on the service and'space has been left for these at the
end of the form.

The essence of SDI is that it should attempt to meet
individual requirements. We want to make sure that we take
account of individual preference in type of service.as well
as individual requirements for subject coverage.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague9

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Geinsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
g4LDA=7:8-



Profile No_.

Appendix 10 k(71)

SDI Service Questionnaire

1. What is your opinion of the SDI service you have been
receiving over the last two months? (Please do not
consider our feelings in this)

0 Very poor 0 Poor Fair Li Good El Very good

2. Whi,fn aspect of the service appears least satisfactory

El Too many items are irrelevant

0 Too many items are of minor interest

LI.Too many potentially relevant articles are missed

ci Other (Please state)

3. When you are assessing the relevance of the notifications
(1, 2 or X), are those items which you are "2"

El of only minor interest? (i.e. Their removal would improve
your notifications)

II of model.tte interest? (i.e. Many could be eliminated without
detriment to thenotifications)

cf considerable though not primary interest?
(i.e. They provide useful information)

If you distinguish thorn in some other way, please explain.

4. How many English-language periodical articles relevant to
your interests do you estimate are published each year?

0 less than 10 0 between 10 and 100

0 between 100 and 1000 over 1000

S.77



- 2 --

5. a) The ideal SDI service would provide no Irrelevant
notifications and miss no relevant items. Act.ptin:: that
a compromise has to be made, would you prefer a service
which:-

El produces few irrelevant notificati,.n.s even at the cost
of missing a substantial proportion of relev.7..nt. items.

0 misses few relevant items even though the prcr.ortion
of irrelevant notifications is high.

0 seeks a compromise between the above two.

b) The range of chriice possible
t,; Cne

generalized SDI performance curve below.
the point on the curve at which w-dad your cwi!
profile to operate.

100

Irrelevant notificati9ns
(% of total notifications) 75

50

25

0
25 50 -7- 100

Mi:.-zed items ((,f of
total relevant items)

Signed

Date

fl
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Dear

Appendix 30 A(72)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Vol:ampere Stevenage Cables: Vo hampers Stevenage

SDI Investigation

We are a bit worried that we have not received relevance
returns from you for the past month or so.

These returns, as you will appreciate, provide essential
data for assessing the SDI system in general, and in particular
for testing and improving your subject profile.

Since your lack of returns may be caused by circumstances,
e.g. absence,or pressure of work, in which it might be helpful
if we discontinued notifications for a time, we are holding
further service until we hear from you.

Naturally we should very much like to retain your partici
pation in the Investigation and if there is anything we can do
toward this end please let us know.

We sh-- It be glad if you would indicate your wishes on the
attached form and return it to us.

Yours sincerely,

Ps c-orz
P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investiglition.

S .78

_.F.r.cratarv:z6:;F::Gainahorouob-,-Ph:0:_;C:Ena:.;F:1:ES._-



Arrendix 10 A(73)

From: Profile No,

A E:: I wish to continue to take part in the SDI Investigation.
My returns are sent herewith/will follow shortly.

B I do not wish/am unable to take part any longer in the
Investigation.

It would help us in our Investigation if you could give briefly
your reasons if you wish to withdraw.

Comments (if any)

10A-82

Signed

'Date

S.78r



f,onorwix X A(74)

The institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stovenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Vo hamper° Stevenage

SDI Investigation

We hope you won't min loin:- reminded "Lhout
your SDI relevance a:;sessment ref:urns: we dr,n't
appear to have received any fo .thc last month
or sc.

When you are ahlv we should be Flad if you
could let us have thP,r)

If, of course, the lack c' recent returns
flee-us any dissatisfaction with the notifiea-

t!mns ;.e should pa-tieular]y to know of
tnis.

You

a

P. C]:;.Fue,

Man:Im.r, SDI inv,stivation.

Secretary: G. P. GainsborOugh Ph.0.C. Eng. F.1.E.E.

10A-83 S,.79
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The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Vo !tampers Stevenage Cables: Vo hampers Stevenage

Thank you for your: replies and comments in answer
1.) our recent questionnaire

We are 7ery pleased that so many users took the
ipp.)rtunit:y to make comments since these give us very
va_uncie additional information*.

Tc al/GA delay in replying to comments our answers
arc handwritten below. We trust that this sacrifice of
same derree of _Legibility for speed will be acceptable
t you.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

10A-84

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

S.80



Ar:wrdiY 10 A(76)
Delay in Receipt of Journals

As you will notice, many articles includedin the present batch of SDI notificationsare from issues of journals dated somemonths ago.

Delay in receipt of these is due to recent
industrial disputes in the United _States.

The sudden inflwOof this accumulatedmaterial will probably result in an
increase in the notifications you receiveover the next few weeks.

SDI Investigation

10A-85
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Dear

troendix 10 1(77)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

We should be grateful if you would examine
the enclosed list and tick those articles which,
judging from the title, you consider should be
selected by your SDI: profile.

YoU may recognise the list as part of one
sent to you earlier. Our aim in resubmitting
it to you as one of a small random selection of
SDI participants is to gain some idea of the
variations to be expected in the marking of such
lists. We shall then be able to make allowance
for this variation in assessing and modifying
the performance of profiles.

We hope you won't mind being "victimised"
in- this random manner.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

.S.81
Secretory: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.O.C. Eng. F.I.E.E.
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Deer

Appendix 10 A(7F)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Voltampere Stevenage

-ye should be grateful if you aou would examine the enclosed
list and mark those articles wh ich. judging from the title,
you consider should' be se3ected by your profile.

You may recognise .,:he 1:su part of one sent to' you
earlier, iioweve, this tiMe we 3hould 1,ike you to mark the
relevr,nt Items "1" (hignly rele mnt) or "2" (partially rele-
vant) applyin.7, the same erateria as you do A your marking
of the regular weekly not,fication

Our aim, of course. I., to 7ain some idea of the relative
importance of virious articles and to assess the performance
of profileS in re's t,,, to the more: important articles.

We are sending.thas 1Lrt oniy to a small nndom sample
of Tarticipanl:., Jo hope you w,,n't mind being "victimised"
in this r"ndom manner.

Yours flincorely9

-Secrtitarv:;G:;F:4ainsborou-ah-4PhIrccIrivii.:p:I:rp,-

. 1 i on ,

. 82
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t"-

Dear

lirlerviix 1C 1,(1

The Institution of Electrical Engineers

26 Park PI:ac Stvnag Hrtfordshir
Telephone: 043813311 Titograd:: Vottampare Stevenage C.ablee: Vo hamper. Stevenage

In connection with our attempts to establish
the performance of your profile we are sending
you herewith another sample list of articles input
to the SDI system.

As before we should be grateful if you wou3d
mark any items you wouJd expect your profile to
select. However, this time we should like you to
mark them either "1" ;highly relevant), 1'2"
(partially relevant). Unmarked items will, of
course, be assumed_ to be "X" (nonrelevant).

If you do nc have time to complete the list
would you please indicate the point you reached.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D.C. Eng. F.I.E.E. S.84
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Dear

.pr)er'ix IC I.( -0)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26- Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire

tri 1
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Vo !tamper° Stevenage

"11' v ern Ind i hp you tint t; we had
be,:n r re ...:van (- r'' Idyll s for' the

WfiC I h r v n Wi 311ed us to
hue the ts(

01.1r W. L --,1)1,1`Ct 'N t wat; In
keo E. y,)ur pr<- f' .: c. t'Ullr: t:tneen

ri the n..1):.0,-).c ; y r r r riff
t (:1 1," ytr )r)r : .

t
t I I I wish t) of, nitt:

rq:COrl:; der

P. C.1 np.ue

f.)r he h!..)tu.; and
be 1).1 p.y to

re Fy

Marn)p:E;r, , 11r/C Li ;rat on..

secrecn4ry: G. F. Gainsborough PhOC. Eng. F.I.E.E.

.10A 89
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Dear

t

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Vo hampers Stevenage

We are sending you nerewith the .first notifications
produced by your SDI subject profile. Further batches will
be sent to you each week.

One copy of the printout should be returned to us each
week in the reply-paid envelope snowing your relevance
grading (1,2 or X) for each document. The cords are entirely
for your own purposes to he filed or discarded as you wish.

Initially your 'profile may c ntain faults which we shall
hope to correct in the light of your returns. Any comments
you wish to make will be helpful in this and these can usefully
be written on the back of the return.

We trust you will find participation in the Investigation
interesting and useful.

Yours sincrely,

T. C1-.tgue,

Manager, SDI Investigatlon.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

10A-90

S.88



It, The Institution of Electrical Engineers
fAlb

1NSPEC

Dear

26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltempere Stevenage Cables: Vo hampers Stevenage

For many users would b a useful additional feature
if their profiles couldo,;t. lublished by parti-cular authors.

This as a facility whIon !S avq.:ale 1.01.J, our programsbut which has not been used ia(1,1:trls in the SDI service.

We are now proposan, to test the value of including
authors and would weicomc your help In providing names.

If you would care to lisr, some on the attached formwe should be happy to include them in the tests, ?here is,of course, no need for the list 'to be exhaustive.

Yours sinoerely.

P. Clagu,),,

Mana.gor, SDI investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
LOA-9 t

S.,89
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Manarcsr,
sDr Inves,./14.!..
The inci.;%ut!on .,ng.Lneers,
2t P:trk Nacm.
S Lov onntw

Papor:: nublif;h,.(1 Po:1-;W:nt: authorc are likely
Lc) be rolev:tnl, ml -WP .rmti(tn rwqalrements:

figaistrmoirt..

S

initials

10A-92

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY j
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INSPEC

Dear

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Vo {tampers Stevenage

We are, as perha!s you LDOW, ';11 a programme
of studies of various types of ..%mation service,
including the SPi investiral!is, .n which you are taking part,

For one of our sLudies we require certain data and
wonder whether you would be wliling to help us*

We should- like to have details of any papers (from
journals ac,! 71eriodicals) pubilhe:d within, say, the lastsix months which you 1. round particularly valuable.
We are not concerNed how ybu came to know of or see
the paper; we merely wish to' identify those papers that
a selection of scientists and enuneers have found especially
valuable.

:if you are wining to Help us in this way, perhaps youwould give the details of the paper or papers on the attached
form and return it in the enclosed reply-paid envelope, Ifno papers were particularly valuable to you during that time,a "nil" return would be equally valuable.-

Thank you for your help.

Yours sincerely,

T.M* Aitchison

Manager. Information Research

10A-93

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E. S90b



To: Mr. T.M. Aitchison,
Manager,
Information Research,
The Institution of Fiectrical Engineers,
26 Park Place,
Stevenage,
Hertfordshire.

Particularly valuable periodical articles

Herewith the details (so far as I can supply themx) of the paper(s)
I have found particularly valuable to me duriyig the last six months:

(1) Title of article:

Author

Title,.date and page of wiodical

(2) Title of article:

Author

Title, date and page of periodical

(3) Title of article:

Author

Title, date and page of periodical

(If there are more than three articles which you consider should be
included please list addilional ones overleaf)

Date: Signed

(Please give as many of these details as you can: if you cannot give
these details, please give whdiever clues to it you have.)

10A-94

S.90r.



trpendix 10 A(86)

SDI INVESTIGATION

We should be ,;rateful if you coul ,..vc; us
a little extra infcmatiAr. in your return this
week.

In addition to the usual 1, 2, X relevance
assessments would you please assign one of the
following letters as appropriate to each item:

S -r Articles you had already Seen or
were aware of.

N Articles New to you.

S
S.90



Appendix 10 A(7)
SDI INVESTIGATION

This week we should like you to give us alittle more information =on the use you make ofthese particular notifications.

In addition to the usual 1, 2, X markingswould you please assign one of the followingletters, as appropriate, to each of the relevantitems:

R

R Articles you intend to Read fairly soon

F - Card Filed for possible future reference

D Card- examined and Discarded

10A-96 S.Y1
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Dear

Appendix 1(. A(88Y

The institution of Electrical Engineers
21 Park Plao Stuvaneg HTtfOrdshlr
Telephone: 043E13311 Telegram: Volts:mans Stevenage Cables: Vottempera Stevenage

We are, as you know, attempting to measure
the performance of the SDI Service that we are

In this connection we are sending you here-
with a-sample list of articles input recently to
the system.

We should be grateful if you would tick any
item(e) which, judging from the information given,
you would wish your profile to select. If, as" is
possible, none of the items listed-is really
relevant to your interests, we should be grateful
to haVe the list returned with a note to this
effect.

If, of course, you do not have time to
complete the list would you please indicate the
poInt_you reached.

Yours sincerely,

ec
P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Gensborough rh.D.G Entt. F.I.EE 10A-97
S.97
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.. Appendix 10 A(89)

:f.ver3ti,.atioh

The SDI rxnAr-ups are now being run of
Lniversity KDP-4.

We regret -tnat, as a reult of the t
we h:;o,-. net been ,Lble to 113e our normal p

fr.m:;, but q.::e to rectify this short w.

n the meantime we shoul-i be clad. i=" :7(
-;:o,43d return ore copy of the pres.n( not
-tion .1hoding your relevance -?.rser--mni;
.1r X) the usuaA way.

10A-98



INSPEC

Dear

Appendix-10 1(90)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire

'Telephone: 043813311 Telegrams: Vo hampers Stevenage Cables: Voltam Pam Stevenage

We hope we may once again impose on your
kindneGs and ask you to scan the attached list
and -mark any items which you would expect your
profile to- select.

As before would you mark items I (highly
relevant), or 2 (partially relevant). Unmarked
items will be assumed to be not relevant.

If you do not have time .to scan the
complete list would you please indicate the
point you reached.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D.C. Eng. F.I.EE.

10A-99
S.99



Appendix ao A014

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Telephone: 0438/3311 Telegrams: Voltempere Stevenage Cables: Voltempere Stevenage

Alternative ff,rm of SDI noLifidations
As you see, your late5t SDI notircations are in a

different form.

We' Should be grateful. It yoli could help us by doingtwo things'

1 Return the second f;py to ns showing your relevance
asse8sment,3 % -,t X) jn the usuaj way..

2. Give us your v.. ewe new fern of notification
by answering the cl;,,ent,on,3 :ne3ow.

Question: Given the choice: of' tne asual cards or the new
notifid-tions in a regular SDI nervice, would you

Very much prA:fer the lew fe)rm of no 0
5omewhat.prefer t,(10 't; for'm of ii3tLficrItion 0
Very much prefer ;-.nc

Somewhat prefer the cr.;'':1;.3

Have no partIcutar p

What are the reasons f): r >u r ho,_ _
0

e 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 6 0 0 6 IP 6 L C A

6 0 0 0 6 0
0 0 0

6 a 0 a f n
A

Comments: Any suggestions you w;sh to make for alteratIons
and ,improvements to tne not;f1;ations wial be welcome.

SIgned

.

NB. To avoid an inconvent hidtub in the card supply thecurds forthis week's notlf wi:1 be despatched as usualwithin the 'Kt few day-,,

Secretary: G. F. Gainsbbrough, Ph.D., C.Eng.. FJ.E.E.
10A-100

S.100
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INSPEC

Dear

Appendix 10 4(q3)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage -Hertfordshire
Telephone : 04310311 Telegrams: Voltampere Stevenage Cables: Vehempere Stevenage

The following items repre.sent papers selected in recentweeks on the basis of authors listed earlier by you, They arein addition to your normal notifications, nnd we would apprec-iate it if you would indicate their relcv,nce in the usualmanner (1, 2 or X) and return this form to

The present items include only those not 1:revious1y includedin your, netif,cationo .nd co-rer neverIti :v: c::;.;. Normally theywould be included with your gtmeral
:,otifications,)

Your sincerely,

P. Ciague,.

Mannrer, SF! rnycf...tir.aion

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.U.E. 10A-102

S,lO3



INSPEC

Dear

sy tv.-1)

The Instittition of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Tokophonc 043a/3311 Telegrams: Vokompore Steve*, est,les: Vohampen Stc,vonegc

We should be most grateful for your help in assessing
the relevance of the enclosed documents.

You may well recognize them as a sample of items
previously included in your SDI notifications. However, weshould like you to ignore any previous relevance marking andgive below your assessment (1, 2 or X) purely on the basis
of your present examination of the document.

We hope that this will not cause you,too much extrawork.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI investigation.

P.S. The copies of the doevmnts are for your oun Ms0 or
disposal as you wish, Ye do not wish to have them back.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsbcnough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
S.106

10A-1W1-



14_%*t::.AIX tu

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams Voltampere London Telex Cables Vonampere London WC2

Some two years ago you were kind enough to help usin a government-supported study of the attitudes of research
workers to scientific and technical information and their use
of information services.

We are' now repeating the study to obtain data on the
present situation and hope that you will not mind giving us
your assistance again by completing the enclosed questionnaire.

In the previous questionnaire the Comments added at
the end were particularly valuable: any that you care to
make at this time will be most welcome.

A reply-paid envelope is enclosed.

Yours sincerely,

ft.

T. M. Aitchison,
Manager, Information Reaearch.

Enc.

10A-104

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

S



11. Do you consider that articles of value to you appear in
periodicals other than those which you see regularly?

Yes ( ) No ( )

If YES, do you consider the number of such articles

Large ( ) Moderate ( ) Small ( )

12. If of the following do you use miiit?

( ) The main library of your organisation.

( ) A departmental or section library.

( ) A library external to your organisation.(Pleas .give its
name)

13. How often, on average, do you use the above lbirary (either by
telephoner correspondence, visits, or by receiving reques+ld
material from it, other than periodicals on routine circulation)?

times per month

14. Where, in relation to your office, is this library?

( ) Same building same floor.
( ) Same building different floor.
( ) Different building within convenient walking distance..

( ) Different building not within convenient walking distance.

15. How many technical periodicals (other than abstracts journals
and lists of titles) do you see or scan regularly?

Please give the titles of the six which are most important
to you (abbreviated titles will do).

1. 4.

2. ..., 5.

3. 6.

16. Please tick any of the following which you regularly use to
keep yourself aware of current published information ( i.e.
scanning most issues).

a. ( ) Abstracts bulletin or titles list issued by the
library or information service of your own organisation

b. ( ) British Technology Index

c. ( ) Chemical Abstracts

d. ( ) Chemical Titles



16. Cont'd.

e. ( ) Computer Abstracts

f. (. ) Control Abstracts

g. ( ) Current Contents: space,-electronics and physical
sciences

h. ( ) Current Papers in Electrotechnology

i. ( ) Current Papers in Physics

j0 ( ) Current Papers on Control

k. ( ) Electrical and Electronics Abstracts
(Science Abstracts B)

1. ( ) Electronics and Communications Abstracts

mo ( )4 Engineering Index (Electrical and Electronics
Engineering Section)

n. ( ) Index Aeronauticus

o. ( ) Instrument Abstracts

P. ( ) N.AIS.A. Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
q. ( ) Nuclear Science Abstracts

re ( Physics Abstracts (Science Abstracts A)

so ( ). Solid State Abstracts

t. ( ) U.S.- Government Research and De=fclopment Reports
u. ( ) Other (please state)

17. How much time (at work, on journeys or at home) do you consideryou spend scanning or reading published technical informatiOn(periodicals, abstracts, reports from other organisations etc)?

hours per week

How much of this is spent actually reading and assimilatingas distinct from scanning?
hours per week

18. If you are a research student, when do :ou expect tocomplete your thesis?

19. Comments ( Any comments you care to make on the questionsor on your answers will be welcomed).

Date .-
Signed



Appen-:lx iv Akog)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871- Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams Voltampere London-Telex Cables: Voltampere London I.VC2

Some two years ago you were kind enough to help us
in a government-supported study of the attitudes of research
workers to scientific and technical information and their use
of information services.

We are now repeating the study to obtain data on the
present situation and hope that you will not mind giving us
your assistance again by completing the enclosed questionnaire.

In the previous questionnaire the Comments added at
the end were particularly valuable: any that you care to
make at this time will he most welcome.

A reply-paid envelope is enclosed.

Inc.

Secretary: G. F. Gainsbotough Ph.O. C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

Tours sincerely,

T. M. Aitchison,
Mariager, Information Research.

10A-107



11. Do you consider that articles of 'value to you appear inperiodicals other than those which you see regularly?
Yes (

) No ( )
If YES, do you consider the number of such articles

Large ( Moderate__( )
12. Which of the following do you use most?

The main library of your organisation.

A departmental or section library.

Small (

) A library external to your organisation. (Please give
. its name)

13. How often, on average, do you use the above library (either bytelephone, correspondence, visits, or by receiving requestedmaterial from it, other than periodicals on routine circulation)?

OOOOOO times per month
14. Where, in relation to your office, is this library?

Same building - same floor.

Same building - different floor.

Different building within convenient walking distance.

Different building not within convenient walking distance.
15. How many technical periodicals (other than abstracts journalsand lists of titles) do you see or scan regularly?

Please give the titles of the six which are most importantto you (abbreviated titles will do).

1. 4

2. 5.
3. 6.

16. Please tick any of the following which you regularly use to
keep yourself aware of current published information (i.e.scanning most issues).

a. ( ) Abstracts bulletin or titles list issued by the
library or information service of your own organisation

b. ( ) British Technology Index
c. Chemical Abstracts
d. ( ) Chemical Titles

10A -108



16. Cont'd.

e. (

f. (

g.

h. (

i. (

j (

)

)

)

)

)

Computer Abstracts

Computer and Control Abstracts

Current Contents: physical sciences

Current Papers in Electrical and Electronics
Engineering.

Current Papers in Physics

Current Papers on Computers and Control
k. ( ) Electrical and Electronics Abstracts

(Science Abstracts -

1. ( ) Electronics and Communications Abstracts
m. ( ) Engineering Index

o. ( ) Instrument Abstracts

p. ( ) N.A.S.A. Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
q. ( ) Nuclear Science Abstracts

r. ( ) Physics Abstracts (Science Abstracts - A)

s. ( ) Solid State Abstracts

t. ( ) U.S. 'Government Research and Development Reports
u. ( ) ESRO/ELDO SDI service

v. ( ) ISI ASCA Service

w. ( ) UKCIS SDI Service (Nottingham)

x. ( ) Other (please state)

17. How much time (at work, on journeys or at home) do you consider
you spend scanning or reading published technical information
(periodicals, abstracts, reports from other organisations etc.)?

hours per week

How much of this is spent actually reading and assimilating
as distinct from scanning?

hours per week

18. Comments (Any comments you care to make on the questions or
on your answers will be welcomed).

Date Signed



INSPEC

Dear_

Appliu.LA

The Institution of Electrical -Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfo:rdehire
Telephone: 0431313311 Telegram: Vakenvete Stevenage Cables: Voltempers Stevenage

I am writing to let you know that from January 1970 the
SDI Investigation is being conducted as a costrecovery
operation.

In this new phase an improved version of the SDI service
previously provided free to a specially selected group of
participants will be made available generally to any person
or group in the 1J.K.

A draft copy of the descriptive leaflet and of the letter
me are sending to present participants is enclosed for your
information. As you can see they are being offered a reduced
rate of subscription.

We really are sorry that we were unable to give longer
warning of this change,. To some extent this is due to a need
not to affect other studieJ in the Investigation. However,
in order to alleviate the effects of this short notice, we
shall be continuing the service to present participants until
the end of January,

We are very conscious of how much help you have given us
since the very beginning of the Investigation and we should
very much like to have your, further support in making the new
service known to potential users. Additional copies of the
leaflet will be sent to you in the next day or so as soon as
they are ready.

If, of course, ther" are any points that are unclear or
on which you need further ;nformation we sha]l. be delighted to
hear from you.

'..lurs sincerely,

F. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation,
Secretary: G. F. Gainaborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.LE.E.



INSPEC

Dear

rIppiluiA iv 41.\'-)0)

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
re lept:one: 043813311 Tolognins:Noltempete Strewn* Cables: Voltam Pan Stevenage

1st December, 1969

From January 1970 the SDI Investigation will be entering
a new phase. The present weekly SDI service will continue in
an improved form, but, instead of being provided free-of-charge
to a specially-selected sample of electronics research workers,
it will be available, on a cost-recovery basis, to anyone in
the United Kingdom. Details of the service 'an subscription
rates are enclosed.

We are very conscious of how much we owe to the partici-
pants, such as yourself, who have helped us throughout the
previous phases of the Investigation, and we would not willingly
sever the connection. It has, therefore, been agreed that the
present participants in the Investigation will be entitled to a
reduction of £10 in the subscription payable in 1970, i.e. the
rate for you will be £35 per annum. =,

It was impossible, unfortunately, to make any earlier
announcement of the new phase and to give advance warning of
the change to a cost-recovery operation. To give you more time
to decide we shall continue to provide your regular weekly SDI
service until the end of January 1970. However, so that we may
make an early start on revising ,your profile for the new phase
(to whatever extent you wish, including compiling a fresh one)
we should welcome an early indication, on the enclosed, that you
hope to subscribe to the service. We shall then contact you -to
ascertain the changes you require in your profile.

I do hope you will be able to continue with us.

Yours sincerely,

P. Clague

Manager, SDI Investigation.

Secretory: G. F. Gsinsborough, Ph.D., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

10A-110

5.101



Specimen Sheets from desopptor file.
SPI P03rri DESCPIPTOP rILE AT ,8/09/70

Ow E- cF"Et,ATIm':
;LerT;I; DOWER SJPPL'f

/EMICLi
C011ot:cTIVITy

ELLCT-IcAL CW.NEcTOPS
;LC-T%f:::L MEASIIEMr.MIS
ELECTLIL PROPERTIES
ELEr-0;SOPPr131!
ELECT,o-Hnlic4L T'''AmSISTORS

ELECTcOCHROMII7S
ELECTL!3('-ELESS DISCHAP:GES
ELErT4OPEPOSITION
ELErT;-OFS
ELECTPOrO'AmICS
ELEC1ROJETS
ELECTROLI2PINEScplcE
ELEC-"OLIJ;11MESccNT LAITs
ELA'-TOLYTES
ELarTROLYT1C CARACITOPS

LErfl:OLYTIC CELLS

CLECT-0.'IGNETIc cOMPATP>ILITY
ELEP-IPO AGNETIc FIELDS
ELECT-0 AGNETIc iAVES.
ELECT;-0 AINETS
ELECTwO'ECHANICAL DEVICE.S
ELECT"O'ZcHAPIcAL EFFECT
ELUT"0-,ECHAMIcAL FILTERS
LECT;)0AETER TUBES

ELEC;DO ACCEEEPAToRs
ELECTu-- AITACHNEhT
ELECT40'. :1EA;4 ;..jr:(,

LLECT'-'0' REAm WELDIMG
E'ECP:o.
ELECIOk 0EMS1TY
ELECTO'l riETACHIENT
ELEC7'.0; DI,FFRAcT10.1
ELrCT:'0 FEECTR011
riErTLv, FLOW

ELECTPO: GAS
ELECTPO.: GUMS
ELEf:TRW. LEIJSES

ELET::0i MICROSCOPES
ELECTO% MIRRORS
;LECTP0h MULTIPLIEPS
r."LEC;0'. OPTICS

PROE1IS
ELE.CTPO: SHELLS

ELECT-0; SPIP

13A-1

Appendix 13A.



SDI PROJECT DFSCPYOTOP FILE .T 28/09/70

PHOTOFIEcTRcri.GlicTIC EFF-ECT

PHOTrIGHAPHIC i'mqLSIONS
PHOTOGRAPHy
PHOTOIONIZATIoN
PHOTOLotINESCENCE
PHOTOMETRY
PHOToHULIIPLIERS
pHO.TC:nS

FHOTOPROCESSP:G
RHOTORESISTeRS

PHOTOSENSITIVITY
PHOTOTHYRISTORS
PH0TOTRANSISTORS
PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
'PHOTovOLTAIC EFFECT
PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECTS
PPPV-A
PHSS-A
PHys-A
PHYSIC -AL PROPERTIES

PICKUPS
PICCSECOND

PIDnEON
PIERCL GUNS
PIEZOELECTRIC cPYSTALS
PIEZOELECTRIC DEVICES
PIEZ^ELECTRIC OSCILLATORS
PIEZOELECTRIC SE;IIc0i4DUCTORS
PIEZOELECTRICITY
PIEZORESISTANCE

PIEZOTFANSISTORS
PIN DIODES
PINCH EFFECT
FINCH OFF
PIONS
PIPE-A
PIPES
FISTOSS
PLAT' POSITION INDICATORS
PLArAP ARRAYS

PLANAR vIAVEGUIDES
PLANE WAVES
PLAt!EIS

PLO;)ING
ELAS:.A AHPLIFICATION
PLAS! "A ARC SPPAYING
PLAS',A DEVICES
PLAS'iA DIODES
PLASA FREOUEI:CY
PLAShA GUNS
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SCI pocuuT DECRIPTOP FILE AT 28/09/70

pp°, 17Y CrCUSe.)ING
PPOYI 11 ry 1 T cHE S

-I.

ploSS...11

PSE!'-A
F'SEIR,01401SE mODuLATION
PSEUrOW:ITENTIALS
PsE(.0'OR:.NM: PROCESSES
PSE,.:Ri.D0!: SEQUENCES
psuph0NF.TFRS

OTFF
PTLFA
PTRE-A
PULLE1? JuNCTION
pULSAPS
PULSE A.NILITU:71

PULSE APLITuDE ANALYZERS
PULSE AmPLITLI0E nODULATION
PULSE ANALYZERS

PULSE CIRCUITS
PULSF CODE '10DuLATION
PULSF. COmPRESSION

. PULSF DISCRIMINATORS
PULSF DIVIDERS
PULSE DURATION DIScRIrLNATOFS
PULSF FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATORS
PULSE FREQUENCY -mODULATiON
PULSE GENERATORS
PULSE INTERVAL MoDULAII0N

'PULSE MODULATION
PULSE MULTIPLIERS
PULSE OSCILLATORS
PULSE PnGITION ODuLATIoN_
PULSE RADAR
PULSE RACIOLYSIS
PULSE RATE TECHNIUUES
PULSE RECORDING
PULSE SHAPE
PULSE SHAPING

PULSF, souND
PULSE SPIKES
PULSE STuFpING
PULSE TINE MODULATION
PULSE TRAINS
PULSE TRANSFORMERS
PULSE WIDTH ODULATION
PULSED LASERS
PULSES
PUMF'ING

1 3.A- 3
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Appendix 13A
snt PROJECT DESCRIPTOR FILE AT 28/09/70

j'9NCHED CARDS
EJNCt'ED TAPE
PUPIFICATION
PURITY
PURTON
FUSS BUTTON SWITCHES
PUSh PULL AMPLIFIERS
PUSH PULL PUMPI1G

PYRARGvRTTE

PYROELECTRIC CRYSTALS
PYRnELECTRIcITy
.PYRov,cTrRA

C aA,Io

v.) FACTOR
0 SwITCHING
OJRN-A
OJRP-A
OUADRATURE NETwORS

ONArRATURF SIGNALS
0UADRI,Fe:LE CIRCUITS
0UADROPOLE LENSES
QUADRUPOLE SYSTEMS
6UALITy CONTROL
OUANTIZATION
OUANTUN EFFICIENCY
OUANTUM THEORY.
vUARTZ
QUASARS

OUATE C.F.
OUATCRNAPY SENICONDUCTOPS

OUENCHPG
GUEVING THEORY

RADAR
RADAR BFACONS
RADAR RECEIVERS
RADA`' TR.c%ING
RADA .i-'AMSNITTERS

RADAR 4EIGHTI%G
RADE4AKckS
RADIATION
RADI.UP,N BEANS
RADIATION DETECTORS
RADIATIt:N EFFECTS
RADIATO:;'S
RADIO CcmmuNICATION SYSTEMS
RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
RADIO FLASH

13A-4



SrI PROJECT DESCRIPTOR FILE AT 2E/09/70

SELF 4DJ,,STIG sYSTmS
SELF ;,IrFusioN
SELF FOCUSSING
SELF LOc-KING
SELF PHASED AERIALS
SELL' TRAPPING-
SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS
SENIcONCucTOP DEVICES
SEMI_cOW:UcTOR DIODES
SERIcONEucTOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

SEMIcONDUcTOR JuNcTIoNs
SEmICONCuCTOP LASERS
SENICONDucTOR MASERS
SEmICoNDucTOR MATERIALS
SEMIc0NrucTOR PRODUCTION TEcmNIQUEs
SEMICONDUCTOR SWITCHES
SEMUcoN,DuCTORS i 142 14-1
SEHTDOND.JCToRS I III V12*
IEmIcONDUCTORS I V

SEMIcONDUcTORS I V VI

SEMIcONDUcToRS I V v12

SEICONDUCTORS I3 V V13
SEmICONDuCTORS 13 V VI4
SEMICONDUCTORS II VI
SEMICONDUCTORS II III V14
SEMICONDUCTORS II 1112 vI4
SEMIcOMDucTORS II IV
SEmIcoNDUcToRS II V

SEmIcONDUcTORS II iv V2
SEmICoNDUCTORS II V

SENIcONDUcTORS II VI

SEMICONrUcTORS 113 V VI4
SEMICMDUCTORS III V

SEmIcoNrUcTORS III V VI2
SEMICOrnucTORS III VI
'EmICONDucTORS IV V
SEMICONDUCTORS IV VI
SEmICONoUcTORS V vi

SEmIIMSuLATORS
SEMILETOR

SEmImETALS
SEPLAK
SENSE A"PLIFIERS
SE-NSITIVITY
SEPARATOR NEToRKS
SEPTIER
SEPTIER A.
SEQUENCES
SEQUENCING
SEQuENTIAL ACCESS

13A-5
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TIME ON PROFILE MODIFICATION AND ANALYSIS, AND USER ASSESSMENT

I PROFILES INITIALLY VG

Profile No. Time spent 2nd Q
in mins. assessment

031 VG

040 VG

073 VG

083 G

099 115

139 VG

148 330 VG

199 140 VG

245 145 VG

264 30

2,87 25 VG

302 VG

3

364 50 VG

435 *MO VG

481 265 a

557 245 VG

204 195 G

23A-1
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II.

Profile
No.

Time spent
(mins)

2nd Q
assess-
ment-

PROFILES INITIALLY G

ProfilelTime spent 2nd Q
No. (mins) assess-

ment

Appendix 23A

Profile
No.

Time spent 2nd Q
(mins) assess

ment

004

007

018

019

026

029

030

031

032

034

035

036

039

042

043

055

059

060

065

072

085

095

097

100

105

106

111

117

129

138

270 G 168

G 171

20 G 175

F 206

180 G 207

190 VG 2r8

G 209

G 210

210 G 220

G '227

G 230

G 242

G 243

VG 246

G 261

VG 267

G 269-

G 277

G 279

VG 282

VG 284

G 285

VG 288

VG 293

G 297

VP 300

VG 304

G 306

F 308

G 310

6o

90

6o

210

285

185

10

6o

35

90

100

3o

27o

75

35

180

30

75

55

130

75

90

65

120

75

50

35

195

5

90

65

F

G

G

VG

F

F

G

G

G/VG

G

F

G

VG

G

F

G

VG

G

G

VG

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

34o

343

348

358

362

367

379

382

388

389

391

398

401

402

410

411

416

418

419

420

425

436

44o

443

462

464

47-

471

485

486

125

40

520

265

3o

55

75

90

260

80

105

245

302

6o

205

95

185

70

So

90

40

305

40

65

65

VG

G

F

G

F'

G

F

G

G

G

G

VG

G

VG

G

VG

G

G

G

VG

G

G

F

G

G

F

G



II. (Cont) Appendix 23A
continued

Profile
No.

Time spent
(mins)

2nd Q
assess-
ment ,

Profile
No.

Time spent
(mins)

2nd Q
assess-
went

Profile
No.

Time spent
(mins)

2nd Q
assess-
meat

141 - G 316 50 G 490 - G

152, 30 G 318 - G 499 145 G

159 - G 320 - G 500 15 G

163 - G 321 - G 301 110 G

167 175 P 336 - G 502 70 F

339 - G 505 150 G

508 - G

509 - G

510 - VG

514 - G

518 85 G

520 225 F

521 VG

525 - G

527 - F

528 3o VG

530 90 G

531 - G

536 - G

540 180 G

544 - G

459 - G

I 331 30 u

558 - F

559 110 F

566 G

571 - G

575 95 G

164 155 F

, :
23A-3



PROFILES INITIALLY F
Appendix 23A

(Continued)

Profile
No.

Time spent
in mins

2nd Q
assess-
ment

Profile
No.

Time spent
in mins

2nd Q
assess-
ment

Profile
No.

Time spent
in mins

2nd Q
assess-
ment

015 110 VG 180 95 G 377 160 F

022 - G 185 375 G 380 110- F

023 225 VG 200 180 F 381 70 VG

041 6o G 226 20 G 383 75 F

047 185 G 239 210 F 384 120 F

053 15 G 248 15 F 385 165 G

058 150 F 260 100 VG 392 35 VG

067 300- G 262 210 F 397 240 G

075 150 G 266 90 G 400 75 VG

078 210 G 272 35 F 403 170 VG

079 55 F 230 - F 404 6o F

092 70 VG 289 95 G 409 25 F

096 4o F 290 6o G 417 310 G

098 96 F 291 105 G 426 220 G

104 120 F 295 30 F 430 95 G

109 150 G 296 24o r 414 65 F

110 95 P 303 110 G 442 45 G

115 125 G 312 i 95 VG 445 105 G

118 85 G 322 255 G 452 180 G

121 90- F 1 326 65 G 455 - G

126 260 G
. 328 65 VG. 456 125 F

134 195 G 329 135 G 469 195 G

142 90 VG 333 120 P- 473 110 G

147 30- G 337 135 G 48o 45 G

149 90 G 342 30 F 482 15 G

170 195 F 357 105 G 488 100- VG

173 6o F 360 20 G 517 190 VG

174 50 G 361 85 G 523 55 F

177 G 363 15 G 532 5 F

178., _____40. : 369, 1 Q.5,- _ G, 53- -9,5- . :y _



III. (Cont)
Appendix 23A

(Continued)

Profile
No.

Time spent 2nd Q Profile Time spent 2nd Q Profile Time spent 2nd Q
in mins assess- No. in mins assess- No. in mins assess-

ment ment ment

552

567

569

570

578

580

298

80 F

20 G

170 G

115 G

80 G

135 G

95 G



IV. PROFILES INITIALLY F/G

2nd. Q
assess-
ment

008

135

265

325

25

115

tto

VG

F

G

G

Appendix 23A
(CcIntinued)



PROFILES INITIALLY P

rofile
No.

Time spent
in mins

2nd Q
assess-
ment

002 120 G

084 125 FIG

145 120 F

169 30 G

192 100 F

I
201

202 I 120

263

313

319

332

338

347

352

368

372

95

105

25

55

190

26o

6o

55

386 I 110

424

437

46o

462

535

562

120

190

225

35

120

180

564 16o

'577 245

P

F

P

P

P

F

VG

P

P

F

F

F

G

F

F

G

F

G

P

F

VI. PROFILES INITIALLY vp (Conttd

Profile
No.

Time Spent
in mins

2nd Q
assess-
ment

286 16o F

468 25 VP

54.7 185 F

565 25o



Appendix -27A

PROFILES COMPILED BY COMPILERS 1 2 AND.2_

Compiler No. 1

Profile No. Profile No.

001 242
017 243
018 244
022 245
025 246
028 248
035 249
061 256
069 257
085 259
103 265
105 267
110 27o
115 271
127 276
136 278
141 281
166 283
167 284
168 286
169 288
170 289
174 290
178 298
180 299
181 300
183 301
190*

303
192

305
194 306
196 307
199 309

27A-1



Compiler No.

Profile No. Profile No.

200

202

206

207

211

212

213

216

217

219

222

224

225

229

231

232

233

237

238

356

357

359

36o

361

362

363

366

367

369

371

374

379

381

382

384

385

387

389

312

313

316

319

320

323

326

328

329

332

334

336

337

338

340

343

346

349

35o

473

474

477

278

479

48o

481

484

486

487

490

491

493

499

500

5o4

507

510

514



Compiler No. 1

Profile No.

391

392

393

394

395

398

399

400

401

402

403

405

408

410

419

420

423

427

43o

432

434

435

436

441

442

444

456

457

463

464

466

Profile No.

515

522

524

525

529

531.

533

534

544

545

546

547

552

553

554

555

557

558

561

563

566

567

568

569

570

573

574

575

577

578

581
471

472

701

702

703

704

705

706

27r-3



Compiler No . 1

Profile No.

707
708
709
710
711

712
713
715
716

717
718

720
721

723

727
7314

738
7142



Cimiler No. 2

Profile No.Profile No.

06 137
011

146
014

149
015

151
'016

152
021

154
023

161
024

162
031

163
036

164
038

165
045

171
046

172
047

179
$348

182
057

186
060

191
070

193
073

195
074

197
075

201
080

203
082

204
083

208
084

209
086

210
101

214
102

215
104

220
112

226
114

227
118

228
125

230
126

234
128

235
131

236
134

239



Compiler No.

Profile No. Profile No.

24o 342
241 344
247 345
253 348
254

351
258 352
26o

353
261 354
263

355
264 358
266

364
268

365
269 370
272

372
273

373
275

375
277

376
282

377
285

378
287

380
292

383
293

386
295

388
296

397
297

404
302

409
304

308 416
310 417
314 418
315

422
321 424
324

425
325 426
330

429
335 437
339 448
341 449

27A-6



:1:21121.12r NO. 2

PProfile No. Profile No.
....4%

450
458
459
461

462
468
469
470
475
476
482
483
485
488
501

502
506
508
509

511

512
513
516

517

518
519

520
521

523
526
527
528
530
532

535
536

537
538

539
549
556
559

560
564
565
571

572

576

579
580
582

714

719

722

724

725

726

728

729

730

731

732

735
736

717
739
740
741

,



Compiler No.,:a

Profile No,
Proff.71e No.,......

002 072
003

078
004 079
005

087
007

088
008 090
009 092
010 095
012 096
013 097
019 098
020 099
029 100
030

106
033

107
034 109
037

111
039

113
040

117
041

119
c42

120
043 121
044 122
049

123
050 124
052 129
053

130
054

132
055 133
056 135
058 138
059 139
o64. 142
065 1143

066 145

27A-8



compiler No. 3 -

Profile No. Profile No.

147

148

150

153

156

157

158

159

160

177

185

187

188

198

250

251

252

262

279

28o

317

318

322

333

368

390

406

407

412

413

414

415

433

438

439

44o

443

445

446

447

451

452

454

455

46o

467

494

496

498

505

540

541

542

543

551

562



Appendix 28A

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

INSPEC December 1967

SDI Investigation

Proposed comparison of methods of

user interaction in compiling and

modifying profiles.

T. M. Aitchison and P. Clague.

Introduction;

In the "Proposal to Investigate the Selective

Dissemination of Information" it was stated that no

comparison would be made of methodsof user interaction

in profile compilation and modification. On further

consideration it is believed to be extremely important

that the comparison be made. Profile compilation and

modification are likely to be major elements in the costs

of an operational service, and a unique opportunity

will be loL if a comparison of the main methods of user

interaction is not made at this point in the Investigation.

28A -1



-2-

The main requirement for efficient profile compilation
is that the initial statement of information requirements
submitted by the user should give as much information, in as
much detail, with as much explanation as poss:ble. The
method adopted i% the present phase has been .host successful
in attaining this. As a result it has been neither necessary
nor desirable to follow the procedure of the design-study
phase and translate the user's words into the system desciptors
and return this to him with suggestion of associated terms
and additional concepts, This procedure had the disadvantageof requiring a great deal of Work ty the user on small pointsof detail, during the initial period when he is not receiving
any useful return from the system: it also gave rise to
considprable delays and a number of withdrawals.

It is therefore proposed that instead of applying this
one method of

interaction (i.e. comments on draft profiles)
to all users, different methods of interaction should be
investigated. The main alternative methods that seem possibleare asking questions by letter and interviewing each user.
These, together with the original method (sending profiles
for comment), having no further contact with the user, and
selecting whichever method of interaction%(or

none).is
considered necessary, give five alternatives for investigation.Although some 400 profiles have been drafted to date,
these have been compiled without further contact with the
users, so that it will be "possible to include all of them inthe test. To allow for future exigencies it is intended to.se only 500 of the total cf 600 profiles, i.e. 100 in eachof the five groups:

28A-2



-3-

Procedure

Selections will be made-at random from 500 statements
of inforrhation requirements and profile compilation conducted
as follows:

(a) 100 profiles compiled with no user interaction,

i.e. solely on the basis of the information submitted,
including the references provided to relevant documents,

(b) 100 drafts prepared and submitted to users for comment,
then profiles compiled on the basis of their comments.

(c) 100 drafts prepared and questions asked (by letter);
then profiles compiled basis of the answers.

(d) 100 profiles compiled on basis of statements after
interviews with the users.

(e) 100 profiles compiled with no interaction or with
whatever interaction is considered necessary.
The draft profiles will then be matched against a. test

collection of documents and the performance calculated for
each group (i.e. recall and precision). The profiles will
then be modified on the basis of the results of this first
petformance test, in one of two ways.

Half of the profiles will be modified without further
interaction with the user: that is, the basis of the
modifications will be the user's assessment of relevance,
and the examination of the descriptors which matched, etc.
(Interaction will only take place:'whetedt ds necessary to
reconcile serious differences between a Users' statement
and his relevance assessment). For the other half, the
results of the test will be supplemented by whatever interactionis considered

necessary, i.e. by sending profile for comment,
sending questions, interviewing, or without any interaction.

28A-3



-4-

The profile
modifications will be checked by a further

matching run using the same document collection and relevance
assessmOnts.

A second performance test will be carried out using a
new document collection and relevance assessments. Recordswill be maintained of the effort involved in compiling the
profiles before the first performance test and in modifying
them between the first and second tests. The efficiency of
the different methods of user interaction will then be compared
by considering the effort required to reach a certain level
of performance.

A table summarising the comparative study is attached.The effort required to compile or modify a profile may be
expressed in monetary terms as: (1) cost of professional and
clerical staff time, (2) input (machine) costs (3) travellingexpenses (4) photocopying costs. Since however, it is
expected that the main differences between groups will be in
professional staff time and travelling

expenses, it is intendedto keep detailed records of only those items.
For performance it is intended to use the normal Precisionand Recall measures. Since these are not single measures

comparison between groups will be difficult. However it isconsidered possible to make a generally agreed and consistentranking of results.

Following the second performance test, there will nofurther differentiation in the treatment of the five groups,but the groups will be re-examined periodically to discoverif any differences exist in performance or in the effort
required to obtain a satisfactory

performance.
It is not expected that the inclusion of this comparativestudy in the SDI Investigation will delay the programme or



-5-

draft profiles would have been sent to all 500 users,

cuestions would have been asked of a large proportion of

these, and a smaller number would have beeninterviewed.

By isolating each of the methods of interaction in turn

it is hoped to obtain valuable additional information for

approximately the same effort in profile compilation and

modification. The main additional effort will be in organ-

ization of the comparative study and in analysis of the

results.



COMPARATIVE STUDY - SUMMARY
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X
Y
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X
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(e) Any or no InteractiOn as required El Pel eX
eY

X
Y

E2X
E2Y

Pe2X
Pe2Y

Note: X = no interaction:
profile and modified on basis of

test results only

Y = any or no interaction
as necessary.
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Appendix 28B

The Institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01 -240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables Voltampere London WC2

SDI Investigation

The initial preparatory work has been completed and we arenow in a position to invite your comments on the enclosed firstdraft of the profile based on your Statement of Information
Requirements. I should explain, however, that while we shallbe delighted t() receive your comments we do not expect you tospend time making a detailed analysis of the profile.

As you will see there are two parts to the profile:

a) List of descriptors or terms,

b) Boolean logic statement defining the combination
of descriptors needing to be satisfied before a
document will match the profile.

Example: 1. IMPATT devices
2. Read diodes
3. Gunn effect devices
4. Generation

5. Amplification
6. Masers
7. Millimetre waves
8. Microwaves.

1 + 2 + 3 + ((g+ 4 + 5).(7 + 8))
The operators '+' and '.' have their normal logical meaning of'OR' and 'AND' respectively; 6 means NOT masers. Brackets havethe usual algebraic meaning, but extra ones are used to satisfy
computer requirements.

Thus the profile in the example above would select anyarticle dealing with IMPATT devices or Read diodes or Gunneffect devices, or with the generation or amplification ofmicrowaves or millimetre waves providing that a maser was not.involved.

I hope this gives you enough information to work out themeaning of the draft profile. If you have any comments perhapsyou would let us have them on the attached sheet using the replypaid envelope. If there is no comment you wish to make, may wehave a 'nil' return, please, by return of the sheet.

Thank you once again for your help

Yours sincerely,

Secretary: G. F. Gamsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. P. Clague ,

IN/lanager.SDI_Investigation4;



rst.tpists.L.A.

The institution of Electrical Engineers Savoy Place London WC2
Telephone: 01-240 1871 Telex: 261176

Dear

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables. Voltampere London WC2

When you receive the enclosed letter I should not likeyou to think that nothing has been done till now with thestatement you supplied over five months ago,

In fact a draft profile-was cumpiled from your state-ment within a few weeks of its receipt and the conceptsincluded in it were used to dev,:l.p our index language. Asthis index language was furthe leveloped and refined withthe addition of concepts frog, other profiles, the early draftprofiles had to be amended ,:ccordingly.

Now that this initial work has been completed we areanxious to clear up a few outstanding points before we proceedto the next stage of procile testing and final modifications.

Yours sincerely, *

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D..C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

P. Clague,

Manager, SDI Investigation.

28C-1
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The Institution of Electrical Engineers

Telephone: 01-240 1871

54106

From:

Telex: 261176

Mr. A. Bardsley,
Messrs. Ferranti Limited,
Simonsway,
Wythenshawe,
Manchester 22.

Appendix 28D

Savoy Place London WC2

Telegrams: Voltampere London Telex Cables: Voltampere London WC2

30th January, 1968.

To:

P. Clague,
SDI Investigation,
Institution of Electrical Engineer,
Savoy Place,
London. W.C.2.

Information Requirements - Queries

Herewith, as requested, my replies to the following questions:

Questions:

1) Are we right in assuming
that by Silicon integrated
circuits you exclude thin -
and thick-film integrated
circuits and hybrid circuits?

2) Are you interested in all articles
on silicon integrated circuits or
only when manufacturing techniques or
the particular applications you
mention are involved?

Secretary: G. F. Gainsborough Ph.D. C.Eng. F.I.C.E.
28D -J.



Appendix 28E.

NOTES FOP VISITS/INTERVIEWS

1. Any comments he n!::s made: any-:n_ng specln: anown
about nim.

2, From ques':-.1onnire answers, do queries or
is a check net. s.,:-Iry 0n!-

2.1.

2.2,

. 2.3.

2.4,

2.5.

Position''

Resear:n

Subje:1 of resear.n?

Type resear.A1')

3. From statement. consider queries in *LighT of-

(31. General sueje,-.1: zequicemens)

3,1,1. General area.

3.1.2, Quest;ons f..)rmulftE.d In adr-Jnos,.

3.1,3. Developments frO4'7:03'A.OVS 1-0 -znose quen'ticn!..A.

Con3idered in 114.11: requia-emn;s of
colle:Apues

3.1,5. Any spe(;ial limitations, e.p. 'neory,
developments, applifitions autnors/perloalc.1,-;.

(3.2. Explanation of -terms and concepts.)

3.2.1; As given in sta'tement.

3.2.2, Otner queries.

3.2.3. Tn'satarus terms on which his help mign be
sought.

3.3. Relevant articles.

3.3.1. Queries on relevnu:fi

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE copy



Appendix 28F

VISIT QUESTIONNAIRE (Par: 2)

4.1. How many SDI not-Ific:Itions do you expe. weck? i )

4.2. If you had to make a mune would you prefer?
(a) everything or Interest, howel,er much noit;e )

(b) minimum noaoe. ho.Peve acn is mied
(c) an octimum ctmbInJ-,Lon ( )

7.en,:anp 1;o a i or b (

4.3. (Do you think you kno; of most of tnu nov,
(publishes: in your Enplish at i.oast? Ye6

No (

(Do you tl-ink yo. c,.*:ss some of the new work
(published in your fieLA in Enrlisn? Ye: ( )

Nc

4.4.

4.5.

By which of the o_;:,win c rs,.tno4 i: do yo,,.( L' in a
substar.tial prorcrtion of your knowIe0e of nis
work?

(a) frog :. other woKerr. recuiv;_nc reprints. ,:ttend.ne.
conference:: etc? ( ) / tic ) .

(b) from secinp !.er:iodicals regularLy? Yen ) / No (
Which periodic;Jls? 00,0nyotomorho0040. to

00 tt 00,4..00 ....... 300.01,*

(c) From seeinp abstracts jourmdo or other lists or
bullutins reEulnriy? Yes ( ) No ( ) .

Which? 0 6 04 4, ",00. 4 . tt It :40(.014.4.01,0041410 .

(d) by receiving: rpeniril sinrormation ner1,10e ?
. Yes ( ) / No (

Detrain 0.. ol, . . . u 4 . al 0,0.4

O O O O O O , 0 0 r I N , It 4, .0 a . .0 . 10,

(If 30M0 new work 1:- L),01.(0111, LO be.
or 'fun 2 In 4.3): -Jo you :dunk Lhr1 1 tnof nambur
articles you MISS 14; ) Moderate ( )SmaLL ( )



4.6. Of hr: ofth(e information problem

finding out what is relevant

gettinF hold of it

finding time to read it

which do you find the worst (W) and the easiest (E)

5. General information needs and views

5.1. (Comments)

5.2. Do you have an information problem?( ) or are things
all right as they are? ( ).

5.3. What are your views: Favourable (1), Neutral (2),
Unfavourable (X) on:

Information ( ), Libraries ( ), Information workers
and Librarians ( ), Professional journals ( ),
Conferences ( ), Abstracts journals ( ).

5.4. Do you keep a personal index? Yes ( ) / No ( )

On cards? Yes ( ) / No ( )

Size: 6 x 4 ( ), 5x 3 ( ).

Punched ( ), Other ( ).

5.5. How important is currentawareness information to you?
Very ( ), Moderate ( ), Unimportant ( )

5.6. In a currentawareness service, such as SDI, would
you prefer a copy of the article ( ) or a
notification of it? (i.e. the title, author and
other details) ).

5.7. How important do you consider it that the coverage
of such a service should include:

(a) All foreign languages? Very ( ), Moderate ( )

Unimportant ( ).

(b) The main European' languages (i.e. French, German
and Italian)? Very ( ), Moderate( ), Unimportant ( ).

5.8. What sort of material do you most require?

Periodical articles ( ), Books (
Conference proceedings or papers (
Manufacturers' literature

), Reports
), Thesis

(

(

)

)
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INSPEC

The Institution of Electrical Engineers
26 Park Place Stevenage Hertfordshire
Tolophone: 0438/3311 Ts logranis: Voltampen Stevenage Cables: Vo Itanvcre *Ararat,.

Alternative form of SDI notificaticns
As you see, your latest SDI notifications are in adifferent form.

We should be grateful if you could help us by doingtwo things:

1. Return the second copy to is showing your relevance
assessments (1, 2 or. X) in the usual way.

2. Give us your views on this new form of notificationby answering the questions below.
uestion: Given the choice of the usual cards or the newnoti ications in a regular SDI service, would you:

Very much prefer the new form of notification
Somewhat prefer the nQw form of nstific:.tion 0
Very much prefer the c:;rds

Somewhat prefer the cards

Have no particular preference

What are the reasons for your cho)ce?

.

****

Comments: Any suggestioh.:: :/ou wish to make for alterationsand improvements to the noiificationu will be welcome.

Signed

N.13: To avoid an inconvcnicht hiatuu in the curd supply thecrds for this week' t.: n Wicstions w!li be despatched as usualwithin the n:.:xt few day,

Seastgry: G. F. Gainsbotough, Ph.D., C.Eng. F.I.E.E.

32A-1:
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